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Yoga-technique in the Great -Lpic.-By E. WASHBURN HOP- 
KINS, Professor in Yale University, New Haven, Conn. 

THE elements of Yoga, even of Tantric Yoga, are indefinitely 
antique. Their combination into a formal system represents a 
late stage of Hindu thought. Asceticism, devout meditation, 
speculation, magical power, hallucinations, as means of salvation, 
are factors of Yoga to which it would be idle to assign a starting- 
point in the history of thought within or without India; but these 
ancient strands were not at first twisted together into the saving 
rope which, in epic metaphor, pulls up the Yogin's sunken boat. 

Thie great epic speaks of Yoga-9)dstras and Yoga-teachers, that 
is, it recognizes systematic Yoga, which, indeed, is discussed as a 
philosophical system in many passages scattered through the later 
parts of the poem. But Yoga in this sense is not only quite 
unknown before the secondary Upanishads, but even the word 
itself is scarcely recognized in the older -Upanishads, a fact 
which, considering the subject-matter of these treatises, is strong 
negative evidence against any very primitive technical use of the 
word. It is not till the Kdthaka Upanishad, ii. 12, adhydtmayoga, 
that we find any approach to the common philosophical sense of 
later times, and even in this Upanishad the formal equivalence of 
yoga and restraint (not of mind but of sense-organs, so that yoga 
is merely a "firm grip on the senses," sthir& indriyadhdrana, VI. 
11) shows only the earlier conception of yoga-discipline, as 
corporal, though the passage as a whole with its parallel 
"'inmovability of the intellect," b6uddhip ca na vicestate, may be 
illustrated from the epic itself, when it describes the one who is 
yuktah, prakrtim dpannah, xii. 307. 14 ff.: 

sthirikrtye 'ndriyagrmanrnx manas& 
(v. 1. 195. 5, pindbkrtkye 'ndriyagrdmam asinah k&sthavan munih) 

mano buddhya sthirahii krtvd.. . na sarhkalpayate manah 
na ca 'bhimianyate kimhcin na ca budhyati kasthavat. 

A later Upanishad, the Mditri, vi. 25, explains yoga as the unifi- 
cation of the manifold, with a consequent cessation of all forms 
of consciousness.' 

tThe unique upayoga, ib. vi. 36, has, like yoga in the same passage. 
the meaning of joining. 
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Also the comparatively late character of the 9)vetdqvatara is 
illustrated not only by its recognition of Sduhkhya-Yoga but even 
by its use of yoga in ii. 12 and in vi. 3, tattvasya tattvena sam- 
etya yogam. The Tiittiriya Aranyaka refers to yoga only in its 
later chapters, withal only in the sense of restraint, yoga dtmi 
and sarhnydsayoga, viii. 4 and x. 10 (Mund. iii. 2. 6). When the 
writers of this time wish to express their nearest approach to the 
later yoga, they employ manasa (Mahbn. xxvi. 1, explained by 
the commentator in this sense), while dama and nydsa express the 
yoga of restraint and renunciation respectively. Thus in the 
Upanishad (Taitt. i. 9) as means of enlightenment, always svd- 
dhydyapravacane, with rta, truth, austerity, dama, and cama 
(quietness). The union-idea of the author of the Mundaka is 
expressed not by yoga but by sdmya, i. 3. 

It is certainly significant that in the oldest Upanishads the 
word yoga is almost unknown and that it appears in the simplest 
of its after-meanings as a philosophical word only in secondary 
compositions, while the word Yogin is not found till Mditri, vi. 10. 
The words used in the oldest Upanishads, expressing, one at a 
time, different functions of (later) Yoga, are non-technical, 
dhydna, medhd, man7sd, on the one hand, dama, yama, etc., on 
the other. Nor can it be said that the authors ot' these Upani- 
shads were indifferent to method, for they take pains to explain 
the means of-emancipation. Only their method is not one of 
counted breathings and postures but of mental activity alone, 
manasdi 've 'dam dptavyam, even in the KEthaka; or the Atman 
is apprehended by "truth, austerity, and right knowledge;" "by 
meditating, one sees Him, by means of clearness of knowledge ;" 
or by meditation and the "restraint of renunciation," as it is said 
in the Mundaka; while, still earlier, instead of the Yogin with 
his system we hear only of discussions of scholars, Ch. Up. v.; of 
the Muni with his "Veda-study, sacrifice, gifts, austerity, and 
fasting" (expressly given as the means of "knowing Him"), 
BAU. iv. 4. 22; or "parity and memory" and "silent medita- 
tion " (mduna from manute), Ch. Up. vii. 25; viii. 4. and 5. In 
a word, the later Yogin relies on dsana, the older Muni on 
updsana. This and the doctrine of sleep-union with Brahman, 
the breaths, and the concomitant vein-theory belong to that back- 
ground of Yoga afterwards worked out into a system.' 

1 This does not, of course, preclude the possibility that, besides 
knowledge of Itman and of Karman, the "secret doctrines," guhyd 

ddegd4, of the Munis contained much that was wrought into the subse- 
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But, as in contrast to the early Upanishads the epic treats of 
the formal system called Yoga, so it is conversant with technical 
terms afterwards elaborated into the scheme of Patafijali but for- 
eign to early Upanishads. It is scarcely possible that when these 
works were composed there was none of the rigorous discipline 
which we associate with the name of that system, bitt it is evi- 
dent that the technical nomenclature was still undeveloped. The 
counted suppressions of breath, the various forms of posture, the 
preliminary stages leading through an orderly succession of prac- 
tices to the final consummation, were not yet become systematic 
enough to produce termini technici of the Yoga-lpastram. If one 
might hazard a guess, it would almost seem as if the Yoga idea 
had been engiafted upon Upanishad literature from the "royal 
knowledge" which is demarcated from the Brahmanic wisdom of 
rites, ceremonies, austerities, and simple meditation. It is at 
least curious that Yoga is first found expressly named and 
emphasized in the Upanishads belonging to the Yajur-Veda, 
which is preeminently the "royal Veda," and that the Yoga epic 
draws particularly from the Upanishads of this school (Great 
Epic, p. 368). In Maitri, vi. 18, a late passage, is found the first 
mention of prdndydnma, and here " six-fold Yoga" suddenly 
appears complete (as in Amrtabindu, 91. 6): 

tatha tatprayogakalpah prandyamah pratyahdro dhyanai;i 
dharan& tarkah sasnadikti sadaitga ity ucyatte yogah. 

Here, too, are first found the other technical words (contrast 
the simpler Yoga of Kdthaka vi. 6-13; Qivet. ii. 8-15 being later), 
pratydhdra, daran&, and samaddhi. Of these commonplaces of 
the epic, the Gdta has prandyama, iv. 29; samndhi, ii. 54; while 
the rest are found elsewhere. Only dhydna and tarka are antique 
and their general sense in older passages is far from connoting, as 
in this passage, technical exercises (ib. $0, ath& 'nyatrd py ulktcat 
atap pard 'sya dharana, tdlebrasandg anipbdanc d v&nmanah- 
prananirodhanad brakmna tarkena papyati). This Upanishad 

quent system of the later Upanishads and Sutra. For example, the 
Yoga-teaching in regard to the limited sphere of the breaths, one prd- 
defa from the mouth, is given in Xit. AJraV. i. 2. 4. 21 (prddegamn&tra), 
et&vatd vdiprdncih sainmitaI (the bahyavisaya is twelve fingers in the 
system). So there is a safi-yantana connected with breathing in Kdu. 
ii. 5, but it is merely a restraint of speech, and breath in speech is a 
symbol, a simple " inner sacrifice." 
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recognizes a "s six-fold Yoga," in contra-distinction to the "' eight- 
fold Yoga" of the epic and Pat. ii. 29, as I have previously 
(Great Epic, p. 44) pointed out, an indication, not of course, con- 
clusive but sufficiently significant, of the historical progression, 
secondary Upanishads,' epic, Patafijali's system. 

Probably no competent scholar will question (a) the improba- 
bility of a perfected system of Yoga exercises being known to 
the first teachers of Upanishads, who ignore them altogether, the 
authors of Chaind., BAU., Ait., Kaus., possibly Tditt., and prob- 
ably Kena, in which tapo danmah karma and the Vedas, respec- 
tively the foundation and the "limbs" (33), still reflect the 
older point of view without hint of special sub-divisions; (b) the 
gradual growth of the Yoga idea reflected in secondary Upani- 
shads, Kathaka, Mditri, 9vet59vatara; (c) the further develop- 
ment in the epic and the recognized system. 

The second form of Yoga was simply dama, control of sense 
and thought, intense concentration of mental activity acquired 
by quietism. It is this which is common to the practice of 
Buddhism and Brahmanism alike. The system is a refinement, 
due to physiological as well as psychological study, and as such 
it bears about the same historical relation to the older Yoga as 
the modern study of knee-kicks bears to Hamilton's metaphysics. 

The place of the epic in this development is midway between 
the secondary Upanishads and the completed system. It has 
many of the system's terrmini technici, but, despite long elucida- 
tions, it shows no trace of others. It lacks the completion, but it 
stands near to the completed system. 

The exercise of Yoga imparts magical powers. This, as an 
attribute of the Mahatman, is recognized in early Buddhistic 
tracts, but the attainment of such powers was lightly set aside by 
Buddha himself as not conducive to perfection, and the extraor- 
dinary fulness of detailed Yoga-technique in later Buddhistic 
works may be counted as a contemporary phenomenon with that 
in later Brahmanic literature. Nor are such powers the objective 
of earlier Upanishad teaching. They belong rather to the vulgar 

I Their posteriority is based not only on content but on diction and 
style. Though the age of the different Upanishads is usually made 
greater, I fail to see any reason for believing that even our oldest 
Upanishads go hack of the sixth century, or that the secondary Upani- 
shads may not be as late as the fourth century. The later Yoga 
Upanishads may be as late as our era, for aught we know. 
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cult of magic, and as such are subordinated to the chief object 
of Yoga in the system itself. The epic on this point is explicit 
enough. It teaches that the attainment of supernatural powers 
is a stage of progress; but this stage must be left behind like 
other stages in the onward course of the saint. To linger in this 
stage is damnable. 

Here the popular Yoga parts from philosophical Yoga. The 
ordinary saint or ascetic of the epic is acquainted only with Yoga 
as a means to the attainment of magical powers. All he cares 
for is to become a wizard of this sort in life and to continue after 
death as a superior god-compelling wiseacre, as dreaded in 
heaven as he is on earth. Every harmless exercise of magic is a 
Yogin's perquisite. His prabhava, or magical power, it is that 
makes it possible for him to fly through the sky, for example in 
xii. 326. 8 (na prabhdvena gantavyarn antarikscacarena vati). 
The technical term for this, vibhfWi, occurs first ' in an Atharvan 
Upanishad, the Pragna, v. 4, somaloke vibhuitim anubhhitya, but 
it may lack the technical meaning here. It is unknown in earlier 
Upanishads, though familiar to the GMta and other parts of the 
epic, as its synonym, ai9varyac, is also unknown to early Upani- 
shads in this technical sense. 

In the completed system, Yoga is often synonymous with sam- 
adhi. Here it is to be noticed, however, that all these technical 
terms, recognized as such in the epic, are still used in their ordi- 
nary meaning as well. For instance, yoga may be only a 
"means," and almost the same meaning attaches to sarnmdhi, 
"arrangement" leading to some result, or, in effect, a means to it, 
as in xiii. 96. 12, apanitasya samddhirh cintaya (yathd sukha- 
gcanah panthk bhavet), "excogitate some arrangement of this 
evil." So in the epic Sdihkhya scheme, ahafidkcra has its special 
sense, egoism ; elsewhere it connotes "vanity " (aharh/krarh 
samnlavipat, of Nahusa, xiii. 99. 10); buddhi and manas are equiv- 
alent terms (na 'sbdpalayane blddhih,." he had no mind to flee," 
xvi. 3. 43; yat te manasi vartate, xiii. 114. 176);2 svabhviva is 
nature, prakrti, or character, as is praklrti itself (na ealkyase sva- 
bhadvat, "it is not in your character," xviii. 3. 32); vyakta is both 
developed and clear (asarnskrtarn qpi vyaktam 6hati, iii. 69. 8); 

I Formal vibhitis are enumerated in Ait. Aran. ii. 1 (p. 181), but they 
are not those of the system. 

2 Compare xii. 285. 185: tvayi mne hrdayarh deva tvayi buddhir manas 
tvayi. 
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rajas and tarnas are dust and darkness, as well as ganas (rajasd 
tamasa cai 'va yodhdh saihchannacaksusah, vii. 146. 85), guna 
is a string, saguna, or philosophical characteristic, or common 
attribute, rdjio gundh, "a king's attributes" (to be a father, a 
mother, Yama, etc.; xii. 139. 103, vdipesik& gunad, "excellent 
attributes," vii. 5. 15 ; xii. 47. 70). 

The most important of these words is yoga itself. It may be 
(like prayoga) a mere " means " or "appliance " to make a horse 
run, iii. 67. 6. Its radical meaning of fastening (to a thing) gives 
this notion of "appliance " as of "application," which still lingers 
in the epic words dambha-yoga, "tricky appliances," xii. 105. 25; 
krsi-yoga, " application to agriculture," xiii. 83. 18, and inheres in 
the verbal form. Hence it may be translated by " devoted to," 
as in this sentence, which contains two of these technical expres- 
sions still used in a non-technical sense: sa vedadhyayane yuktah 
tapas tape tato veddn niyamdd vapain anayat, " He was devoted 
to the perusal of the Veda and mastered them by austerity and 
strict discipline," iii. 116. 1. The rather unusual abhiyoga, 
instead of yoga, preserves this meaning, as in the metaphor 
alluded to above, xii. 299. 33: 

yathd bhdvd 'vasannd hi ndur rnahdm1bhasi tantund 
tathln mano 'bhiyoadd v/i parbram pracikirsati. 

But the eventual meaning of yoga (bhaktiyoga, etc.) in a philo- 
sophical sense is not even devotion bat union as disunion.' This 
is, indeed, the definition given in the preface to Patafijali's work, 
91. 3, apropos of the Sfttra, pumprakrtyor viyogo 'pi yoga ity 
udito yayd, "according to which, yoga is declared to be separa- 
tion of Spirit and Prakrti," or, in the verba ipsissirna of the 
author, i. 2, yoga is cittavrttinirodha, "suppression of mental 
activity,"a (compare Tejab. Up. viii.). 

The first hint of this paradox that yoga is viyoga is given in 
the Giti, ii. 48, where yoga is defined as sanzatva, equanimity, and 
in vi. 23, of the state (20) where thought is suppressed, 

1 In xii. 200. 11, sarhyogavidhi is interpreted by Nilakaitha as 
VedAnta, " the rule for union," of soul and Brahman. 

2 That is, of those whose mental activity has been given up in favor 
of spiritual insight, jdanatrptd nirvdrnagatamadnasdh, as the epic calls 
them who are freed from the faults of saihsdra, xii. 193. 2. The Sfttra's 
citta is synonymous with manas in the epic, e. g. loc. cit. 12. and 12: 
evam evd 'sya cittath ca bhavati dhydnavartmani, samdhitath ksanarh 
kirhcit . . . punar vdyupatharn bhrdntam mano bhavati vdyuvat. 
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yatro 'paranzate cittawrt niruddhazh yogasevaya, 
tamh vidydd duakhasaiiyogaviyogaih yogasarhjaitam, 

but it appears in full in iii. 213. 33 

tamh vidydd brahmano yogamT viyogaih yogasamjniitanz. 

After the aphorism just cited, Pata'jali i. 7, gives perception, 
inference, and tradition, pratyaksa-anumdna-a-gama, as the pra- 
manas or accepted authorities. On pp. 51, 90 ff. of my Great 
Epic, I have indicated the passages where the same proofs are 
given in the epic, but I have omitted one important passage, xii. 
56. 41, where the Nydya four are alluded to as authoritative: 
pratyaksena 'numdnena tathln 'pamyd 'ganidir api, though I 
have given another like it (p. 93). 

In the same work (p. 181) I have also noticed the fact that the 
"five faults " of the Yogin are kama, krodha, Maya, nidrd, 
pivsa, and (or) rdga, moha, sneha, kama, krodha, and (or) kana, 
krodha, lobha, Maya, svcpna, according to different passages of 
this heterogeneous work, and compared the five klepas of Pat. ii. 
3 (the "obstacle" p?vsa is in the list of i. 31). The epic also 
occasionally uses klepa in this sense: yadi va dharmiko yajvd 
yadi va klepadhdritah, xii. 237. 6-7.' 

There remains, to fulfill the promise given op. cit., note to p. 
182, an account of those Yoga principles with which begins the 
third book of Pataiijali, and of which the first is dharand, defined 
as " confining thought to one place" (such as the tip of the nose); 
the second is dhyana, etc. 

Fixing the mind by looking only at the nose and gradually 
withdrawing the breath is alluded to in the GMt&, v. 27; vi. 13; 
viii. 10. The pseudo-epic knows of more than one d/dran-, 
however, as it knows other esoteric secrets of the later schoolmen. 

But instead of following the course of the Satras in this sketch, 
I shall rather describe the Yogin and his practice as it is here 
and there elucidated in the epic. 

After declaring that the Yoga system is identical with the 
Samkhya, 

ekafi sarnlkhyamr ca yogam ca yah papyati sa tattvavit, 

I The original order may have been kapna, krodha, lobha, and these 
three as a group may have preceded the five. In xiii. 141. 66, we read 
of " one who has overcome the three," as if it were a recognized group 
(triparikrdnta, so explained by the commentator). Cf. v. 33. 66. 
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Yajniavalkya, in xii. 317. 5, proceeds as follows: 

rudrapradhdndq aparan viddhi yogdn ariahdama 
teni 'va ca 'tha dehena vicaranti dipo dapa 
yavad dhi pralayas tata suksinena 'stagu~nena ha 
yogena lokan vicaran sukham samnyasya cd nagha 
vedesu cd 'staguninam yogam dhur mansiniah 
sutksmam astagunarn prahur ne 'tararn nrpasattama 
dvigunarm yoqakrtyah tW yoganam prdhur uttamamn 
sagunam nirgunarh cai 'va yathd pdstranidarpanam 
dhdrana cadi'va manasah prenaya?a ca Parthiva 
ekdgratd ca manasah prdnayamas tathai 'va ca 
prdndiydrno hi saguno nirgunam dhdrayen manah 
yady adrpyati rnuncan vdi pranan Mithilasattama 
vdtddhikyam bhavaty eva tasmdt tarh na samdearet 
nidylh pratthame yame codana dvadapa smrtah 
madhye svapndt pare ydane dvadapdi 'va tu codandh 
tad evam upapantena ddntendi 'kdntap71ind 
atmdrdmena buddhena yoktavyo 'tma na sarhpayah 
paiicea-nz indriydndrh tu dosdn dksipya pafieadhd 
9abdaam ruparh tathd sparparh rasart gandhalri tathdi 'va ca 
pratibhjim apavargath ca pratisarhhrtya Mdithila 

etc., etc. 

"Learn now the special Yoga-practices depending on the 
breaths." 

It is possible that rudrapradhdndn does not mean " having 
breaths as the chief thing," but "having breaths and elements," 
pradhadna. The commentator takes the latter word as equivalent 
to indriydni ("breaths and senses are the chief means for prac- 
ticing Yoga"), and cites utkramanakdle dehinani rodayanti for 
the meaning of rudra as breath [cf. BAU. iii. 9. 4; Ch. Up. iii. 
16. 3]. He also cites Satra [i. 34] for the prana exercises, pra- 
cchardanavidhdranOibhyahh vd prdnasya, defining the former as 
recaka and the latter as pf7rakapftrvakah kumbhakah, that is 

"stoppage of breath preceded by filling " (Amrtab. Up. 9-12).' 

"With such a (Yoga) body (Yogins) wander wherever 
they will." 

1 This is the scahdhi of the two breaths, Ch. Up. i. 3. 3. 
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That is, they obtain the power of wandering through the air as 
the result of restraining breath. Compare Pat. S-atra, iii. 42. 

"At the moment of dissolution, with the subtile Yoga 
(body) of eight characteristics, wandering through the worlds 
and renouncing (bodily) pleasure." 

Or perhaps "obtaining happiness ;" vicaran is used as if it were 
an absolute form, but this is probably a half-stanza out of its 
proper connection, as the passage is related to others (see below). 
This is added, according to the commentator, merely to encour- 
age faith with the hope of rewards. 

"The wise declare in the Vedas that the Yoga has eight 
characteristics; none other they declare than the subtile one 
having eight characteristics." 

The eight characteristic powers beginning with anima are meant 
by yoga astagunin and by astaguna is meant as aiga or the six 
practices referred to in Mditri Up. [vi. 18] with yama and 
niyama added, according to the commentator (the Sttra, ii. 29, 
also substitutes 0sana for tarka). It is quite possible, however, 
that both the adjectives refer to yoga interpreted in the same 
way, namely eight-fold Yoga-science. 

"According to the explanations in the Qastra, they declare 
that the highest Yoga-practice of Yogins has a double char- 
acteristic (is two-fold), being either with or without charac- 
teristics." 

The second of the two characteristics implied in the first clause 
is negative. There is a double Yoga-practice. One kind has 
and one kind has not certain characteristics. The epic not infre- 
quently employs this yogakrtya for Yoga-practice. 

"Just steadiness of the mind and restraint of prdna, and 
concentration of the mind and restraint of prdna. The form 
with characteristics is breath-restraint: the one without is 
mental concentration." 

The two have in common pranayana, but the first is merely 
fixing the mind and the second concentrating it. Compare the 
common epic expression ekagramanas. Steadiness is induced 
by regarding certain objects; concentration goes farther and 
produces a merging of the objective in the subjective ("Absence 
of distinction regarding thinker, thought, and thinking"). The 
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common prdndiya-ma is interpreted differently, however accord- 
ing as it is united with dharana or with ekagratd, in the 
former case being physical, in the latter being mental (restraint 
of senses). Compare Siitra i. 35-41. The ddharas or objects of 
contemplation, says Nilakantha, are sixteen as named in the Qiva- 
Yoga, beginning with the great toe and the heel. The last clause 
of the text literally carries nirguna over to the mind: "mind he 
should fix without characteristics," that is without activity, nir- 
vrttikab dhAdrayet, sthirarn kurydt (comm.). The stanza else- 
where appears in other form (below). 

"If one expels the breaths when no visible object is at 
hand there results merely an excess of wind; hence one 
should not begin the practice in this way." 

The commentator says adrcyati is equivalent to adrpyamaze 
mocanasthane. He cites (Pavanayogqasamkqraha): prinnydmena 
yuktena sarvarogaksayo Mavet ayuktdbhydsayogena mahdroga- 
samudbhavah, a verse which occurs in slightly different form 
in the Hathadipikd. This is the principle of the cittaprasdda- 
nam, as explained in Siltra i. 33 and 34. The tarn, I suppose, 
refers to prdnaydmam understood. The " visible object " seems 
to refer to place on which the attention is fixed rather than time 
measured by prayer. 

"In the first watch of the night twelve compulsions, coda- 
nah, are traditional; likewise twelve compulsions in the 
middle watch after sleeping." 

Urgings is the literal meaning of codandh (probably from the 
use of the verb in the Gayatri), but the commentator rightly 
takes the word to mean " restraints of breath." The parallel pas- 
sage has saqhcodandh (below). 

"The spirit should without doubt be exercised in Yoga in 
this way by one at peace, controlled, devoted to one thing, 
delighted with spirit only, and fully enlightened. In five 
ways expelling the five senses' faults, sound, form, touch, 
taste and smell, removing distraction and inertness" ' [the 
text continues] "placing the whole group of senses in the 
mind, establishing mind in consciousness, consciousness in 

1 On pratibhd and apavarga as equivalent to viksepa and laya, see 
below. 
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intellect, and intellect in Prakrti,-by thus proceeding in 
regular order, parisatkAydya, (Yogins) meditate the sole, 
passionless, spotless, eternal, endless, pure, undeficient, firm 
Spirit, tasthusam purusam ... the Eternal Lord, Brahman." 

Then follow the "signs of the Yogins," yuktasya laksanini; 
"the sign of peace,"prasada, as when one sleeps well; " as a lamp 
filled with oil in a windless place would burn, so is the yukta," 
etc., as given in full in my Great Epic, p. 109, etc. 

It is scarcely possible that one acquainted with the Sfitra's use 
of apavarga and pratibha in ii. 18 and iii. 33 could have written 
this passage. The commentator explains the former as laya and 
the latter as viksepa, having evidently in mind the passage in 
Maitri vi. 34, where it is said that the mind must be freed from 
these two. Such, too, is the regular meaning of pratibhd in the 
epic, phantasy, distraction of mind. On the other hand, the pas- 
sage as a whole, upon which I have animadverted op. cit., p. 108, 
shows a recognition of Yoga practices and Yoga-technique, espe- 
cially interesting in the warning against v.utddhikya, as proving 
that Yoga was already regarded, as in Hatha treatises, as a 
means of health. On the union of heat and breath, compare 
xii. 187. 7: prinan dharayate hy agnih sa jiva upadharyatimn, 
vdyusamihdhdrano hy agnir napyaty ucchvasanighrahat, etc. 
The Sfitra meaning of apavarga as emancipation appears in 
another passage, xii. 271. 31, apavargamatir nityo yatidharmah 
san.dtanah. This is preceded by sarhtosamflas tyagdtnd j'Ana- 
dhisthdnam ucyate (compare Sfitra ii. 32, pauca-samtosa etc.) and 
followed by sddhdranah kevalo va, perhaps for sadharanah (see 
below). 

In xii. 241, the author gives a "complete yogakrtya," which 
has much in common with this passage. It is the "highest 
knowledge " to unite intellect and mind and senses with the 
etman vydpin (compare 9vet. vi. 11). Instead of ekdntapilin 
the same verse as that above has 'dhyatmapilin and it ends with 
boddhavyap iuctikarmnand, 91. 4, while the next 91oka has yoga- 
dosan samucchidyapanca ydn kavayo viduh kamdm, etc., giving 
the five faults (as above). Further, in the sense of Satra i. 
37 (vitardgavisayam vd cittam): "One that is wise subdues 
wrath by quietness, desire by avoiding purpose, saqhJalpa, and 
one may cut off apathy, nidrcd, by the cultivation of the good 
(sattvasarhsevandt), etc. One should, also (91. 8) honor fires and 
priests and bow before divinities; avoid lascivious talk and that 
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which is joined with harm, hiisa. ... one should seek Brahman; 
having concentrated (thought) and uniting, krtvdi 'kagryam, 
mind and senses in the fore-night and after-night, pfirvaratrapar- 
ardhe ea, one should fix mind on self (spirit)," dhorayen mana 

atmani, 14. After this comes the subjugation of the senses, 

which one should constrain, sarhyamya, and "establish in mind," 
17, and then follows the rule for observing these practices for 

" a limited time," 1 to gain likeness with the imperishable; ending 

with parallels to Kathaka iv. 13; 9vet. vi. 19-21; Gitd, v. 26, etc. 
(the other points are discussed in my Great Epic, loc. cit. and 

elsewhere), and with the following verses, which give a number 

of Siftra technicalities (23-24): 

prarnoho bhrama dvarto ghradnarh sravanadarcane 
adbhWtOni rasasparpe Vitosne marut& 'lkrtih 
pratibham tpasarqaOAp co 'py upasargqrhya yogatah 
t&As tattvavid anddrtya dtmany eva nivartayet. 

In this list, besides the technical words with which the stanza 

begins, upasargas is the "obstacles" of Sfitra iii. 3 7 (referring 
back to pratibhapravanavedanadarpasvidavarta in 36), the 

faults of saxnyama,,including vrota, smell as a celestial phenom- 
enon (compare 9 vet. ii. 11-12). The added warning, anddr-tya, 

may be compared with xii. 197. 7, where it is said that a Yogin 

who is set on "practicing mastery," aidvaryapravrtta, with a view 

to worldly results, goes to everlasting hell.2 This passage also 

emphasizes (in 196. 18, ardganohah, etc.) the vitardgavisaya, 
and gradual giving up even of sarnddhi; as in 196. 20: dhyane 

samadlim iitpddya, tad api tyajati kramdt, and here, too, manah- 

samddhi is paired with indriyajaya (9), though manasy eva 

mano dadhat (15) shows a general rather than a particular dis- 

cipline. The student should sit on kupa grass and renounce 

objects, visayah; and japa or muttering prayer is the means of 

fixing attention. 

1 Six months, as stated afterwards (Great Epic, p. 45). The times of 
practicing are here three, trdikdlye (241. 25). The exercises may be 
practiced on a mountain, in a deserted place, a temple, cditya, cave, 
etc. The goal is aksarasdmyatd (22). 

2 This. by the way, is not a common penalty, as hell is no more than 
purgatory to the Hindu. But in this case sa eva nirayas tasya nd 'sWu 
tasmdtpramucyate, " Hell is his, and from it he is not freed." 
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In my Great Epic, I have pointed out that there are three dis- 
tinct epic versions of the same Teaching of the Veddnta in three 
several chapters. So here, besides the two related chapters 
already discussed, we find what is virtually a third version of the 
same matter in xii. 307, where Vasistha appears as the expositor 
of Yoga-krtva: "The wisdom-knowing men declare that medita- 
tion is two-fold, dhynana/ dvividham; meditation being the 
highest power of Yogins." Then comes the stanza above, but 
with a varied reading: 

eklcgrat& ca manasah prbnbydmas tathdi 'Va ca 
pranaydmans tu saquno nirguno manasas tat hd, 

"Concentration of mind and restraint of breath (are the two); 
restraint of breath is (meditation) with characteristics, mental 
(restraint) is without characteristics." Then follows 307. 9-10: 

" One should be intent on contemplation, ytatjita, all the time 
except at the three times, trikalam (when hunger and other 
natural necessities prevent). Being pure, one should by thinking 
divert the senses from their objects and urge the spirit (self) 
beyond the Twenty-Fourth (principle) by means of the ten or 
twelve sa7 codanah, restraints of breath." 

I have pointed out, op. cit., p. 127, that this verse has been 
torn from its connection and repeated in xiv. 48. 4, and that the 
number of sarncodanas, evidently the codan&s of the passage 
above, is reckoned as twenty-two, dapa-dvadapabhir va 'pi catur- 
vipdt param tatah samhcodanbhhir matimdn itmmnarn codayed 
atha, 91. 10. The following verses repeat the passages cited 
above (pftrvardtre parardtre dhiraytsa mano 'tmani, 13 ; "as a 
lamp in a windless place," 18, etc.), some of the verses being in 
xii. 241 and some in xii. 317. The AnugItA version has prdinat- 
yamas for samhcodanlas, and here Nilakantha explains the num- 
bers in two ways. But in xii. 307 he recognizes only twenty-two 
as the meaning of dapa-dvidapabAir v& 'pi and explains them as 
restraints caused by intentness, contemplation, concentration, 
recognition of duality, and eighteen stoppings of breath (accord- 
ing to Yajfiavalkya), at the crown, forehead, brows, eye, nose, 
tongue, throat, heart, navel, penis, middle of body (fire-place), 
anus, thighs, knees, citimtla., calves, ankles, toes.' 

I Compare the list, corresponding but with v. 1., comm. to Ksurikd 
Upanishad 7, which itself gives ten places. I record these eighteen as 
representing the complete Hatha list (a shorter one of the text itself is 
presented below), though the number of stoppings is given by N. at 317. 9 
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The "embodied one going like sound," rabdavat, in xii. 217. 
21-22, is brought through purity into a subtile form vaiiragydt 
prakrtdu sthitah, by a practice described in several places besides 

G~t& vi. 13. In xii. 200. 16-22, it is called visayapratisasihhra 
(ib. 237. 33, expressed as visayvat pratisarhhdra, the " sign of the 
rule" in Sdikhya). One engaged in this "withdrawing from 
objects" fixes the five breaths on mind, mind on the two (chief) 
breaths, and holds the two breaths under control, upasthitakrtau. 
Then, looking at the end of the nose, by mental effort one brings the 
two breaths gradually between the brows. If it were not for the 
commentator, who supplies pa yantah, it would be more natural 
to interpret: "By wrinkling the brows and by mental effort bring 
the breaths below the nose gradually to the nostril." This is a 
mere description and not a precept, and we are told that the next 
step was to put the spirit in the head by overcoming the spirit 
with a moveless body and fixed gaze. The culmination of the 
exercise is in a light breaking through the crown of the head and 
going to heaven. This was the "span-long spirit," pradepama- 
trah purusah. On an example of Yoga jitva and videhamukti in 
the epic, I have spoken, op. cit. p. 111. In regard to the theory 
that the fate of the soul depends on the part of the body it 
bursts through, compare op. cit. p. 186, on xii. 318. 

Another account says: "If a man is one whose actions are 
done merely to sustain life, he becomes emancipated when, at the 
hour of deaths he equalizes the three gunas and then by mental 

effort forces the breaths toward the heart-canal," gundndm' 8an- 
yarn agamya manasdi 'va mantovaharn (sic), dehakarmr nudan 
pranan antakale vintucyate, xii. 214. 25. 

In ib. 17-19, the veins are thousands (ten chief) dhamanyah, 
and the principal is manovaha (Great Epic, p. 35), like citta- 
vaha uadi (comm. to Suitra iii. 38). Precise is the account of the 

Yogin's "soul path " in xii. 185, where are described the fire in the 
head, protecting the body, and the accompanying breath, prana, 
which here is the spirit itself. The breaths I have discussed, 

(above) as sixteen, and here it is evidently part of an artificial interpre- 
tation, the true meaning being "s ten or twelve," not " twelve plus ten." 
In regard to the loss of the ending, besides eatur for the accusative 
(p. 371), cf. Roth, Ueber gewisse Kilrzungen, etc., and Pischel-tieldner, 
VS. i. pp. 42, 116, all Vedic. But the late text and expressed vd give 
this example a peculiar interest (saptd&ta alone means " seven or 
eight," v. 160. 40). The K~urikd Up., gl. 3-4, has twelve mora-appli- 
cations and uses sarhcarayet (for codayet, above). 
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.Great Epic, pp. 36 and 172, and referred to this chapter with its 
"ten breaths" ("seven breaths," ib. p. 37, may be referred to in 
still another passage, sapta mdrg& vayoh, xii. 51. 6), of which the 
usual five are described (e. g. vahan nfttrarh purisamh cd 'py 
apdnah parivartate). It touches on the Yogin's path, as well. 
The single prdna, bearing heat, descends to the anus and 
returns upward again, all the prdnas, however, being collected (?) 
in the nave], nabhimadhye parirasya scare pranap ca sarhsthitah 
(185. 14). Urged by the ten pronas, the veins bear food-essences 
all over the body, starting from the breast (hrdaya, 15). Then 
follows, 16: 

esa mrdrgo 'tha yogdnani yena gacchanti tatpadam 
jitaklamnh sama dhiri mivrdhany Otmdnam ddadhan. 

The corresponding passage, iii. 213. 17, has yogindqn and adadduh 
in the last stanza and pratisthitoh in 14 (significant of the relation 
between the pseudo-epic and earlier epic, even in philosophy). The 
section thus recognizes the main duct of the Yogin's soul-path, the 
susumnd, which is first known by that name in M5,itri vi. 21, 
isrdAvag& nddi su.sumndkh y (K5,haka vi. 16; Pragna iii. 6; 
Taitt. i. 6). Ordinarily, the simple rule is: mnanah prone nigrh- 
naiydtprdnam brahma'ni dharayet, nirveddd eva nirvanarh na ca 
kirhcid vicintayet, xii. 189. 16-17 (compare also the note below, 
p. 362, on pranas). 

A more general description, in vii. 143. 34-35, says that one 
"offered his vital breath in breaths, sunk his eye in the sun; his 
mind in water; and became yogayukta. In a corresponding pas- 
sage, ib. 192. 52, a man sCtuikhyarn asthitah as well as yogam 
Jsthdya, 49, takes a fixed posture, bending his head up' and his 
stomach out. The Yoga postures, isana, Sfitra ii. 46, are 
alluded to again in xiii. 142. 8-10, described as vbrasana, vira- 
payyd, mandakayoga, between two fires. But in this case of 
popular yogacaryi, the Yogin is born again in the Nfiga-world 
or as a king as the result of his piety (38-43), although he is sup- 
posed to have "put dhorana in his heart." I do not know what 
the mandikayoga (payana) is, but the commentator says it is 

I So Vishnu stands (in xii. 344. 60) ekapddasthitah iirdhvabdhur udaff- 
mukhah. The mahdniyama austerity recognized as "Vedic" consists 
in standing on one leg, "up-looking" and "holding up arms," with 
devoted mind for a thousand years of the gods (iirdhvadr (i, -bdhu, 
ekdgram manas, ekapdda), xii. 341. 46-48. 
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explained in the Hathaqdstra.' These yogas, however, are in part 
only austerities of the older type, on a par with and grouped with 

pitatoydgniyoga and sthandile payana, 91. 10, which is also called 
a yoga in 141. 111, sthandilepayane yogah eakaparnaniseva- 
nam (such as are described also in iii. 200. 105 and often). The 
confusion shows clearly that the term yoga, applied inferentially 
to the dsana or posture of the regular Yoga practice, had also 
absorbed the meaning of tapas, so that any austerity, whether 
in prandydma exercises or not, was called yoga. Austerity is 
thus caused by yoga, xii. 153. 36. Both are the sign of nivrtti, 
or renunciation for the sake of the soul of him who is yukto 

yogam prati sadc prati sarnkAydnam eva ca (xiii. 141. 83), 
whether he be an ascetic, now at the foot of a tree, now lying on 
the ground, now wandering about, or engaged on the technical 
vtrapayya, etc. So far as I know, the term &sana is not an early 
technicality. It is not found in the first Upanishads, but is 
recognized (apparently) by the GMti, where it seems to have the 
sense it has in the Ksurikq and other late Upanishads and in 
Buddhistic language (e. g. Buddhacarita, xii. 117). The mean- 
ing of dharmardt-isamdsana in xiii. 141. 9 is unknown to me.' 

Those recognized in the Anuqdsana as Yogins thus include 
ascetics of every sort, though they have formal divisions. " Beg- 
gars" of this class, muktAh, and yuktdh, are grouped in four 
species; the Kuticaka and Bahtidaka are Tridandins, the former 
living alone in a hut and the latter visiting Tirthas; the Hafisa 
and Paramahafsa are Ekadandins, the former living in a hermit- 
age, the latter being "freed from the three gztnas," according 
to Nllakantha's explanation of xiii. 141. 89, where the names 
alone of the four classes are given with the statement that their 
superiority is in the order of their names.' 

I It is mentioned again in the list at xii. 304. 9 ff., where appear vira- 
sana, virasthana, and the mandfika9dyin, together with a long list of 
ascetic observances. Compare also virayoga xiii. 142. 57. In vi. 120. 
36. etc., viragayyd, is merely a " hero's bed." 

2 It is the second of the five first mentioned duties called (as a group) 
rsidharma (a Gauqa v. 1. is dharmacakram sandtanam). N. says sam- 
yagasana. 

8 The following discourse treats of the Froth-drinkers, Phenapas 
(cf. v. 102. 6), Vdlakhilyas (Munis, perfect in austerity, living in the 
sun's disc, the size of a thumb-joint, angu$sthaparvamdtra1), Cakracaras 
(divinities living in the moon), Sampraksalas, Agmakuttas, Dantolfi- 
khalikas (141. 104; 142. 11), saints who husk rice with their teeth, etc.; 
cf. ix. 37. 48. The " thumb-long seers " adorn a tale in i. 31. 8. 
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The Yati, a term equivalent to Yogin, and expressing the sense 
sometimes given by the desiderative yuyuksat, "one desiring to 
concentrate his mind,"' jijssarndna, "desiring knowledge," must 
be not only nirmanyu (as also nirdvandva and nirveda) but also 
nirvcea, studying not 9!astras but Om. It is added here that if 
a Brahman will not be a Yati, he should travel, pravisin, for a 
home-staying priest gets no glory, xiii. 36. 14-16; so ii. 55. 14. 

The dhkranae, referred to above, is the cause of Yoga-power. 
First the five faults must be cut off, and then, according to xii. 
2:37. 3 (chinnadoso munir yogas t mukto yan-jita dvAddapa), one 
should consider the twelve points of Yoga, namely: 

depakarminurigirthdn updyjpayani9cayah 
caksurdhdrasakhdrdir manasd darganena ca, 

that is, in a free version of the text's free syntax, he should see 
to the place (being pure), the acts (proper), his inclination (being 
restrained), the objects (of his thought or senses being propitious 
to Yoga-discipline), the means (that is, the posture as a means 
of Yoga, being correct) his (mind) renouncing (passion), his 
determination (in faith), his sense-organs (being controlled), his 
food (pure), his nature (subdued), his will (perfected), his system 
correct. Then comes the dharands. These are here trials of 
mental concentration of a severe sort. The faults are a net, 
veCgurd, out of which he must escape by cutting it, as in the pas- 
sage above, and Dh. P. 370, and elsewhere, xii. 301. 15-17. So 
in xii. 299. 3-4: asafigah preyaso midam. . chitvC 'dharmaina- 
ycmn pdpam, "The root of felicity is freedom from ties; on cut- 
ting the bond of wrong," etc. The cutting is done, of course, 
with the "sword " of Yoga equanimity, xii. 255. 7. It may be 
remarked, parenthetically, that the Yogin, besides laboring for 
the abstraction desired, also (naturally but inconsequently) prays 
for it: 2nanasap ca samddhir me vardhetd 'har ahbah, xii. 199. 13. 
But ordinarily the state is induced by restraint of breath, as in 
xii. 192. 13-14 (cf. xv. 90. 59): prdnadlhdranamettrakt tu kesj&i 
cid upapadyate, pramena mnahat& kecit kurvantiprnansdharanamr. 

For samadhi is really gained only by intense effort and fine 
work. The terms are indifferently samnddhi or samadhdna 

' Also metaphorical: atha saitvaramd&asya ratham (=yogam) eva 
yuyuksatah, aksaramh gantumanaso vidhith vaksydmi ?ighragam, xii. 
237. 13. 
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(though the latter is united with manas or itman), dharand or 
dhdranam, e. g. Citmanap ca samddhdne dhdirapnTm prati nidarp- 
andni, "the indications of the spirit's concentration as regards 
fixing the mind," xii. 301. 30; dtmasamddhdnam6 yuktv& yogena 
eattvavit, ib. 35; yogi dhdrands~u samdhitah, ib. 37. 

The general preliminary process is the placing oTf the spirit in 
different parts of the body: 

ndbh ydh kanthe ca pirse ca hrdi vaksasi pdrpvayoh 
darpane pravane c& 'pi ghrane cd 'mitavikrama 
sthdnesv etesu yo yogi mahdvratasamdhitah 
Cttn ana su'ksnam dtrndnain yunkte samyag vipdrnpate 
sa pighram acalaprakhyaych karma dagdhvd pubhdp&ubhan 
uttamak yogarm dsthdya yadi 'cehati vimucyate, 

"A Yogin who, devoted to the great observance,' properly fixes 
his subtile spirit on these places, the navel, neck, head, heart, 
stomach, sides, eye, ear, and nose, having quickly burned away 
all good and bad actions, though they be like a mountain (in 
size), by applying himself to the highest Yoga is released, if he 
wishes." 

In this passage, xii. 301. 39 ff., the dhdranas may be acts con- 
ducive to fixedness of minid, that is, besides this fixing of the 
mind, abstemiousness and subduing the passions. A passage to 
be cited presently gives another meaning to this term which per- 
haps applies here as well. According to the present exposition, 
the whole discipline of Yogin lies first in fixing the spirit on dif- 
ferent parts of the body and then in dieting, in chastity, and in 
renouncing sensual pleasures of all kinds.' The Yogin eats but 
once daily, ekdhtrah, of dry barley or ride-grains and sesame, 
avoiding oil, snehdndih varjane yukttah, and drinking less and 
less milk and water, which "after a long time" imparts Yogra- 
power, hala. Or he may avoid meat altogether (as an alternative 
means of acquiring power), akhandabn (unusual word, also xiii. 
75. 8) mditsam uposya. The text continues: "By overcoming 

l The nahdvrata may be the one described, or that called in the Sfitra 
(sdrvabhduma-) mahdvrata, i. e. yamdl, ii. 31 (30). 

2 The logical order is not closely kept. Subjugation of the senses is, 
of course, the " prior path," as it is called in xii. 195. 10, though here 
also ekdgrarh dharayen mana4 (pindikrtye 'ndriyagrdmam) precedes 
in the description. In xiii. 141. 8, it is said that " those who have sub- 
dued their senses must learn the Aitman, and then afterwards, tatay 
pagcdt, desire and wrath must be overcome." 
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desire, wrath, cold and heat, and rain, fear, care, breathing, 
pavsa,' and human sense-objects, pa4rusan viqayan ("sounds 
pleasant to men," says the commentator), sensuality, thirst, 
(delights of) touch, sleep, nidra, and sloth hard to overcome, 
tandrir durjayam, the wise and great Yogins, mahatmanakh, 
void of passion, vitardga4h,' make glorious the spirit through the 
spirit (self), by means of meditation and study, dhydnddAyayana- 
sampada.' Hard is the great path, mahdpanthcd (like wandering 
through a forest on a way beset with robbers), and few hold it to 
the end, but he is called a great sinner, bahudosa, who entering 
the way, yogamrrgam &sddya, gives up. Easy is it (in compari- 
son) to stand upon the sharpened edges of razors, ksuradhirasu 

[compare Kithaka, iii. 14, and Ksurika ITp.], but hard for the 
uncontrolled to stand by the Yoga discipline of fixing the mind," 
dhdrandstt tu yogasya duhstheyam akrtatmabhih, xii. 301. 54. 

On the dhdratnfs occur the following stanzas, xii. 237. 14-16 

sapta yj dhdraneih krtsncd vdgyatah pratipadyate 

prqthatah parpataf, ck 'nyas tavatyas t&hpradharanah 
kramapah akprthivarh yac ca vayavyyah k/ihar tathd payalb 
jyotiso yat tad Jipvaryam aharhlkdrasya buddhitah 
avyaktasya tathti 'pvaryath kramapa4hpratipadyate 
vikramas Cab 'pi ya-syai 'te tathi yuktequ yogacah 
tathi yogasya yuiktasya siddhim v Jtmrani papyat&a4 

As this description of the would-be Yogin is prefaced by the 
image of him " eager to hitch his (mental) car," rathaih yuyyuk- 
satah, the goad of which is "all the Tatatras," sarvatantrapr-a- 
toda, it may be suspected that we have a bit of real Tantric liter- 
ature before us,-only suspected, since tantra in the epic is 
synonymous with any manual of instruction, for example, dhar- 
matantra is dhiarmnapdstra, but reasonably so, since, on the other 
hand, Yoga-Tantras are specifically mentioned in the pseudo-epic 

1 The word used in Pat. Sitra, ii. 49, for in-breathing, as opposed to 
praavdsa, out-breathing, in prdndydma (after correct posture has been 
taken). On the five, seven, and ten epic " breaths," cf. op. cit. p. 171 ff. 

Compare Pat. Stitra, i. 37, vitardgavisayah vd cittam. 
3 Patafijali's definition of niyamdk also includes study, Vducasalhtosa- 

tapahsvddhydyegvarapranidhandni, ii. 32. This may be mere mutter- 
ing of texts. The epic has a whole section on the rewards of the 
jdpaka, xii. 197 (also 196 and 198). Compare Pat. Sfitra, ii. 44. 
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besides Yoga-9astras.' The general sense of the verses is clear 
enough. The author gives the "speedy rule" of the Yogin's 
progress, until he "steps out, released, after passing beyond the 
Yoga-mastery," yogji~varyam atikrdnto yo niskrdnmati mucyate, 
91. 40. The account thus naturally begins with the fixation of 
mental activity on one object, as does that of Patafijali, iii. 1, 
and as Patalijali reckons prajfii as " sevenfold," saptadh&, at ii. 
27, so the author first reckons the fixations of mind as seven 
(sqptadhd may be the original here also), to which he adds seven 
more, then gives eight "masteries" or "lordships," proceeds 
with the Yogin's "(victorious) progressions" (mental stages, as 
the commentator says, vikramd anubhatvakrarnah), and ends 
with their " fruit " and the Yogin's perfection, siddhi, "accord- 
ing to the (regular) Yoga-discipline." As appears from what 
follows (see below), the " progressions " or " stages " are the hal- 
lucinations, which arise before perfection but after the attain- 
ment of "mastery." The latter is exercised, according to the 
text, over the five elements, egoism, intellect, and Prakrti (the 
regular tattvas of the system in their order), not according to the 
regular " eightfold mastery," of miraculous powers. But to what 
are the dharan&s applied ? The commentator is inclined to omit 
Prakrti, avyakta, and refer them to the other seven mentioned 
(that is, five elements, ahacfikdra and baddlhi), while the pradhd- 
rait&s (pra as in prafisya, prapdutra, meaning connected but 
remote) apply to the "intercepted " applications, vyava/hit4h, 
which are in fact one of the three divisions of knowledge in Pat. 
Stitra, iii. 25, siksmavyavahitaviprakrstajn'inam. The distinc- 
tion between prqthatdh and ptr.vatah is explained as "farther 
and nearer," namely, fixing the attention on the mandafla of the 
moon, suIT, or pole star (as in Pat. Siitra, iii. 26-298), or (" nearer 
on the end of the nose, the brows, the throat-well, kanthakftpa, 
(as in Pat. Satra, iii. 30, kanthakfpe kqutpipdsanivrttih, that is, 
"samidhi in reference to the throat-well results in averting hun- 
ger and thirst "). 

The use of dharaydm Jsa, the constant expression of Yoga- 
practice, naturally led to the companion-noun being employed as 

I The simplest meaning, however, is perhaps the best, and tantra 
would then be identical with the discipline alluded to in xii. 215. 21: 
atha vd na pravarteta (v. 1. pracdkdeta) yogatantrdir ubpakramnet; yena 
tantrayatas tantrarh vrttih sydt tat tad dcaret. 
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object of concentration. As such, though with doubtful applica- 
tion in regard to the numbers, it is correctly explained here, and 
this use is rendered still more certain by the following descrip- 
tion of BhIsma's death, xiii. 169. 2: (tutsnim babMh2va), 

dhchrayirn .asc cs 'trninaTh dhdranisu yathlckramam, 

" in regular succession he concentrated his soul upon the objects 
of concentration" (idhiridisu, N.), when "his breaths, forced 
together, sacmniruddhjh, ascended, and his soul being forced 
together in all the resting places, after cleaving his head went 
like a meteor, mcaholke 'va, to the sky," as is added in 7, where 
sarnniruddActs tu tend 'tnid sarvesv &yatanesu shows &tman as 
prbin ats. The dhacranc's, then, are objects of contemplation. 
The earlier description, by the way, has here only tusnim jsit. . 
yojyCb 'tmincuh vedanih. sarhniyamya, vi. 121. 56. 

A " sevenfold province " of the " four-fold sarnidhi " is recog- 
nized by the commentator to Sfitra iii. 51, and very probably the 
first division made was meditation on the senses and two higher 
tattvCs, egoism and intellect.' Seven may be used in the sense 
of "many," but tMvatyas is rather against this supposition.' In 
any case, the passage indicates a numbered arrangement of sub- 
jects of contemplation and seems to imply a full systematization. 
The pradharactus might be "intenser," but if taken as remoter 
concentrations they would answer to the general terms of Pat. 
Stitra, i. 39, ycath& 'bhimatadhy11nCtd v&b ("objects without, such 
as the moon "). I believe, however, that the application of 

p?-qthatch pcrwcacttat cc( has been misunderstood by the commen- 
tator (and by the English translator),' in consequence of his 

1 On the Yogin's " subtile seven," compare Great Epic, p. 173. 
The epic's bhuvandni sapta may be the " seven spheres " named in the 
system, xii. 187. 26. Seven over-worlds, lokah, and seven under-worlds 
are traditional, iii. 3. 45; v. 102. 1 (rasdtala). 

2 Curiously enough, Pat. Sfitra, iii. 16 to 29, gives seven and fourteen 
''near and remote " forms of knowledge resulting from a combination 
of dharand, dhydna, samddhi. They are not enumerated, however, 
but possibly they were in the mind of the writer who gives the seven 
pradhdrayas. 

3 He is not that esteemed gentleman whose name appears on the title 
page and who did not understand English at all, but Mr. K. Mohan 
Ganguli. His translation (very useful in many ways) gives not only 
the substance of the text but sometimes the gist of the commentary 
as well, and even (as part of the Mhb.) Sfitras cited by the commenta- 
tor, as in this instance, where Pat. Suitra, iii. 1, decabandhaV cittasya 
dharana (cited by N.) appears as a verse of the epic! 
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ignoring here the metaphor of which this verse still forms a part. 
For, as I have said, we have to do in this passage with an alle- 

gorical war-car, yoga, with which the would-be Yogin, when once 

equipped, hastens on to victory (compare the opening of the 
Amrtabindu Up.). Hence the strange use of vikrandh for stages 
in his progress, and hence also the use of prjfhatah pJ-rcatap cat 

to understand which, in connection with the metaphor, we must 
remember the position of the chariot-guards, pr.s hagopas andparp- 
vagopas, or, as they are called in a similar description of another 
allegorical war-car, viii. 34. 45, prjtharaksas and paripdrpva- 
caras. For the van and rear and flank are technically known 

(adverbially) as puratah, prsthe, and parcvayoh, vi. 90. 37, 
while yoga, in camp-parlance, is hitching up or harnessing up. 
The preliminary description of this Yogin's chariot explains that 

updya and apdya are its pole, the apdna-breath its axle, the 

prdna-breath its yoke, all the Tantras its goad, knowledge its 

charioteer, faith and restraint, dama, the fore-guard,purahsara, 
renunciation its more distant protector behind, anuga, medita- 

tion, dhyjna, its field of action, gocara (with other parts here 

omitted). Next follows the phrase cited above of the rathauv 
yuyuksatah, whose rule, vidhi, will be described, and then come 

the dharana verses; so that the whole passage should be tratis- 

lated: "The silent Yogin (in this mental chariot) acquires all the 

seven intentnesses and as many different fore-intentnesses (as his 

immediate guard), in the rear and on the flanks (respectively); 

(guarded by these) step by step he acquires what (is called) the 

mastery of earth and air, space and fluid (mastery), and that of 

light, of egoism, and mastery in respect of intellect; and also by 

another step (that) of Prakrti; and so he beholds in himself suc- 

cess (victory) when thus equipped with Yoga-practice; and there 

comes next, in consequence of his equipment, yogatcth, the fol- 

lowing victorious advances" (stages). 
These " victorious advances" are preliminary hallucinations 

(compare 9vet. Up. ii. 11), which show the spirit first as having 
a smoky appearance. Then appears a rftpadareana of the spirit, 
"like water in space." Then this passes away and a fire-fo'rm 

become visible. After this the spirit appears in a wind-formn, 
attaining wind-like (air-like) subtility and whiteness, Spetdrh 
gatirh gatva sfzksmam apy uta. 

The powers attained are then described. They have the fol- 
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lowing effects: 1 Earth-mastery gives one srsti, the ability to 
create things "like Prajapati ;" air-mastery, to make earth shake 
with one's finger, toe, hand, or foot, this being the attribute, 
guna, of wind (air-element); mastery of space (or ether), the 
power to appear of the same color with space (ether) and conceal 
one self. Then one at will can drink up all d&paydfh (of water, 
such as tanks, etc.); and become too glorious to be seen and have 
this glory diminish (as one will, by applying the mastery of the 
water-element and the fire-element, respectively, as is to be 
inferred). These five (elements) are thus brought into the power 
(of the Yogin), vapinugah, as he subdues egoism (compare Pat. 
Siltra, i. 40,parrandcrnparamanahattvdnto 'syac vaViktkrah); and 
when he has subdued these six and intellect, buddhi, which is the 
soul of these six, then at last the vyakta self becomes aiyakta 
and there appears in him " complete faultless illumination," nir- 
dosapratihbh krtsnd. Such is the siddhi-process of the Yogin 
(ib. 16. 21-26). This pratib/tJ is the objective of the Yogin, till 
he surpasses mastery (as cited above); compare atikrdntaguna- 
kqaya, cited op. cit., p. 162.' 

The hallucinations are referred to again, for example, in xiii. 
73. 4, where it is said, "They who are firm in their observance, 
with their unpolluted mind even here on earth have visions of 
(heavenly) worlds appearing like dreams," svapnaabht&aiAc ca tjAl 

lokln papyanti 'hd 'pi suvrcatCah, i. e., in the samid~ii or Yoga- 
concentration of their last hour. This is introduced as an argu- 
ment to prove the existence of such worlds. Compare Pat. 
Sfltra, i. 38, sv8pnatnidrajCnanJ 'vala-mrbnarh v7. By Yoga- 
power the Great Vision of the Dead is produced at the end of the 
epic story, where all the heroes appear "like visions in the 
night," ni?i sitptotthiti iiva, xv. 31. 1. 

Another passage says in regard to the hour of death that the 
Yogin, as he frees himself from the objective world, attains the 
original, &dy&, Prakrti, just as rivers attain the ocean; but if not 

' No notice is taken here of the Yoga-power which is most named in 
Brahmanic and Buddhistic literature, memory of previous births. The 
epic elsewhere indicates its universality in having several forms of the 
names for it, jdtismarana, jdtismarata, jdtismaratva (xiii. 109. 15). 

2 The rest of this passage relating to the twenty-five tattvas of the 
SAmrkhya and Yoga has been discussed in my Great Epic, pp. 113, 117. 
On p. ib. 165, I have cited the ' impediments;' cf. Sfitra, iii. 37. 
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freed, he sinks down like a house built of sand in water, xii. 299. 
34-.35: 

yathd samudram abhitah sarnpritah saritoparah 
tathd 'dya prakrtir yogdd abhisarmpriyate sadd 
snehapapair bahuvidhdir dsaktantanaso nardh 
prakrtisthd visidantijale saikatavepmavat. 

There is here, apparently, no recognition of Prakrtilaya as a 
stage preliminary to perfected emancipation, as taught in Pat. 
Suttra, i. 17 and 19 (the latter, bhavapratyayo videhaprakrtilayd- 
nam). This verse has the Veddnta image of absorption, like a 
river in the ocean, and is preceded by the Mahdyana image of the 
one who is perfect being unwilling to return to the further shore 
of the river he has crossed, ib. 31: 

na hy anyat tiram &sddya punas tarturm vyavasyati 
durlabho drpyate hy asya vinipdto mahdrnave. 

The same section contains a passage on the vitardga, 91. 10, 
which has several S-ftra terms, though it is doubtful whether they 
are technical; but I cite it, as it gives at least parallels to the 
image of the house (which is here one's own), of bhrama, as used 
above, notes the importance of abhydsa (Siltra, i. 32 has this term 
as applied to one principle to oppose the obstacles of samadhi), 
or constant practice, and mentions again the klepas, which is the 
Sfitra term for the usual epic 'faults.' The twentieth stanza, 
according to the commentator, whom (with B6htlingk) I do not 
follow, employs vistardh and sarnksepah as if they were recog- 
nized equivalents of ceremonial and spiritual exercises; 299. 
18-22 (20=37, repeated): 

18, yatha 'ndhah svagrhe yukto hy ab1hysad eva gacchati 
tathd yaktena manasd prajfio gacchati tamh gatim 
(Comm. yogdbhydsah kdrya ity &ha) 

19, maranarh janmani proktamh jannma vai marandpritam 
avidv&n moksadharmesu baddho bhramati cakravat 

20a, buddhimnrgaprayatasya sakharh tv iha paratra ca 
b, vistardh klepasarhyuktdh sawhksepas tu sukhAvahdh 
c, pardrtharh vistardh sarve tyagam atmahitarh viduh 

21, yathd mrndl& 'nugatam deu muicati kardamam 
tath& 'tma purusasye 'ha manas4 parimucyate 

22, manah pranayate 'tWnnakh sa enain abiyun-jati 
yukto yada sa bhavati tadd tam papyate param, 
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"As a blind man in his own house goes by being intent and only 
by practice, so the wise man goes the right way by having an 
intent mind. Death and birth are interdependent; one ignorant 
of the rules for emancipation revolves about, bound like a wheel; 
but eternal happiness is his who has advanced upon the path of 
knowledge. Vast riches bring sorrow; res angusta, happiness. 
All wealth is for another's sake, but renunciation (of worldly 
things) they say is one's own happiness. As the lotus-stalk leaves 
the mud attached (to it), so a man's spirit is freed from thought. 
One controls thought and so makes his self (spirit) intent. 
When he gets intent he sees him(self) the highest" (himself as 
Atman). The words in 20b, samhksepds tu sukh/vahdh, embody 
the idea in Pat. ii. 42, sarhtosdd uttamzah sukhad>bhah. The 
thought is common, iii. 2. 41-46 (ills of wealth). 

The Yoga of meditation is fourfold, dhydnoyogo caturvidha&, 
but just what divisions are meant are not apparent from the dis- 
cussion. The commentator, referring to several Satras, e. g. i. 34, 
and 38-39, attempts to solve the problem; but the only fourfold 
division that can be got from the text is that of dhydna itself 
with three accessories. The Yogin, it is said, should be free of 
klepas and nirveda, anirvedo gataklepah, and then, xii. 195. 15: 

vicarap ca vivekap ca vitarkap co 'pajdyate 
muneh samddadhanasya prathamar' dhydnani dditah 

One is reminded of Pat. Sfltra, ii. 26, where complete viveka 
is said to be a means toward the rejection of the visible; while 
in ii. 33, vitarka, preceded (as is this passage by klepa) by loWha, 
krodha, moha, is questionable practices open to argumentation, 
which may be here implied (as power to avoid these questionable 
practices). At any rate this group of " consideration, discrimina- 
tion, and argumentation, (which) are subsequent in the case of one 
engaged in samddhi," may be compared with the group in Sfitra 
i. 17, where sarnidhi is "conscious" because accompanied with 
vitarka and vieara (as well as joy and egoism, vitarkavicir&- 
nanddsmitdnugamdt sar'prajin-tah). The gradual growth of 
intentness, tatha yogo pravartate, is likened to the focussing of 
sunlight with a burning-glass, yathd lIhnugatarh tejo mnanih 
puddhah sarnadhind adatte, xii. 299. 12. 

One passage cited above in regard to the eight guflas might 
be an allusion to the eight mahdsiddhis (or siddhis) called anim&, 
taghima, garim&, prdpti (=mahim4), prdkdmya, ipitva, vapitva, 
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kcamavascyitva, indicated by Pat. Saltra, iii. 45, tato 'nimddiprd- 
dur bhovah (cf. i. 40). These Yoga-powers are often alluded to 
as astagitnam &ipvaryarn, e. g. xii. 340. 55, and are called, in 
general, Wiutis, vibMtis, dipvarya, or yogepvaratva, powers or 
masteries, and are grouped in the epic as animalaghimapraptih 
at xii. 303. 16. They are attributes of God. In the invocation 
at xiii. 14. 420, the form is anirnirnahimdprdptih, but in Tantric! 
lists the two last (as indicated above) are synonymous and C. 
1015 has for mahimd the v. 1. laghimd. The vapitva of the Tan- 
tric list is in the epic prabhavisnutva (Great Epic, p. 108). The 
form prabhavisnu is applied to the (divine) lord of the treasury; 
prabhavisnup ca kopasya jagatap ca tath&, prabhuh, xii. 290. 8. 
In ordinary language, the &ipvaram balam of a priest in Brahman, 
" unthinkable, undual," i. 78. 38. Further, instead of Yoga- 
practice, austerities alone are said, in xii. 161. 5, to give "mas- 
tery " (the old view), disvaryam rsayah praptas tapasai 'va. 

Examples of these powers are given in the epic, one or two at 
length and of considerable interest.' 

Through Yoga one becomes the size of an atom, ipevaryayo- 
getd anurmdtro b6hftva, and enters. a lotus-stalk, xii. 343. 42. 
The power of the Yogin can be projected into the body of 
another and the latter be dowered perpetually with it. Thus 
when Vidura dies, his body rests against a tree, but he himself 
by Yoga enters the body of the king, who thus becomes stronger 
and is filled with Vidura's many virtues, while the sage, leaving 
there his power, "obtained the Santanika worlds," xv. 26. 26-29. 

Another term for Yoga-power is manisa. By means of this, 
Cyavana, at xiii. 55. 19, hypnotizes his subject and makes appear 
a grove, mansions, jewels, etc., "as in a vision," ib. 53. 68 and 
54. 15. 

A very clear case of the exercise of hypnotic power (cittasya 
paraparirdvepah, Pat. Sultra, iii. 38) exploited as Yoga-power is 
that narrated in xiii. 40ff. The sage here projects himself into 
the body of the subject by means of the subtile spirit, which is 
described as of the size of the thumb, xii. 285. 175 and 290. 12. 

l What a Yogin can do, in epic theory, has been told in my Great 
Epic, p, 108, etc. The present cases give examples in epic narrative. 
I have no example of some of the powers. But " making oneself many 
thousands," which is alluded to in the epic, op. cit., and is recognized 
as kdyavyitha in the commentary to Sfitra, iv. 4, is in iii. 82. 23 a power 
of Qiva; who in iii. 83. 163 is a Yoga-lord. 
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The latter passage describes how Ulanas being yogasiddha, that 
is, possessed of the mnahosiddhis, projected himself into Kubera 
and so got power over him (by Yoga) to take away his wealth 
and slip away, yogdtmnkena ruddhvd . . . yogend 'tmagatarh 
krtv&, nihsrtacp Ca. This angered the Mahiyogin ((9iva), who 
tried to throw a weapon at Uganas, but the latter through Yoga- 
power, yogasiddhdtmd, appeared on the end of the weapon, pfila, 
directed against him, being able to do this in the form of knowl- 
edge, vitndtaritpaA . . . tapahsiddhah (16 and l7). 

To return to the hypnotic trance Narrated in Anugasana. The 
pupil of a sage, being left in charge of his Guru's wife and find- 
ing her inclined to be too familiar toward a visitor, projects him- 
self into her by Yoga-power, yoga-bala, and restrains her from 
following her own inclinations, making her change the words she 
intended to speak. He abides in her "limb by limb," like a 
shadow, like a person stopping in an empty house which he finds 
on his way, soiling her as little as a drop of water soils a lotus- 
leaf, standing in her like a reflection in a mirror, xiii. 40. 46, 47, 
50-51, 58; 41. 13, 18. 

Though the tale is supernatural, of the tricky deceiver Indra, 
mdKydvin, 40. 43, it illustrates clearly enough the conception of 
Yoga-power. The subject is unconscious of the influence, uvasa 
rakksane yukto na ca sd7 tam abudhyata, 40. 59. But the opera- 
tor's eye is "fixed," for his spirit is away from it. His body 
is "moveless, like a picture," dadarpa. . . kalevaram, nipcestanA 
stabdhanayauarhi yathd lekAyagatarh tathd. The subject wished 
to rise at the entrance of the guest and politely say "who art 
thou ?,"- but "being stiffened and restrained" by the operator 
"she was unable to move." The guest says, "Constrained by 
Anafiga, Love, I come for thy sake, 0 thou dulce ridens," but she 
was still "unable to rise and speak," for the virtuous pupil 
"crestrained her senses by the bonds of Yoga," nijagraha maha- 
teja yogena balavat, baband/ta yogabanzdhaip pa tasyc1h sarven- 
<driyani sah, so that she was nirvikxtra, unalterable, 41.3-12. The 
process of acquiring influence is described with some detail. 
The operator sat beside the fair subject, before the expected 
guest arrived, and caused her to have virtuous desires, samast- 
zah ... updsinim anindygdigihm yathlrthe samalobhayat. "Unit- 

ing, samyojya, the beam of his own eyes with the beams of her 
eyes, he entered her body, as wind does space," 40. 56-57. Her 
restrained state is described as due to confusion of mind induced 
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by Yoga-power, yogabalamohitd, 41. 13. The subject is uncon- 
scious of the power but not otherwise unconscious; for when 
Indra addressed her again, saying " come," she " wished to reply," 
but the operator "turned aside this word," and the word that 
actually escaped her (instead of being a welcome) was " Sir, what 
business have you to come here ?" And since these words were 
prompted by the learned saint, they were spoken in excellent 
Sanskrit, vani sarhskarabfasand (instead of the patois she would 
naturally have used, ib. 1 b). But though speaking thus " under 
another's will," paravapd, " she felt ashamed " (of her rudeness). 
After this the operator, "releasing the woman and entering into 
his own body addressed Indra," ib. 19. 

The later pseudo-epic of the Anugiisana and Anugltd (with the 
last part of 9Qanti) introduces us to some new words and ideas in 
connection with Yoga. Thus we have the remarkable phrase 

niryoga, reminding one of the Ma-itri and epic term (Great 
Epic, p. 41) nirdtman, but used in a different sense. Per- 
sonified Intellect, who had Yoga-power, Jievaryayogasth&, 
came to Hari and he, yogena cdi 'ndrh niryogah svayarh 
niyuyuje tadi, xii. 350. 23, where niryoga means superior 
to yoga. In a preceding section, the equivalent of the yoga 
aievara of Gita xi. 8, is found in the words, Jievaryena pra- 

yogena dvitiyjbit tanium &sthitah (where the god, as in the 
GItV, changes his form by Yoga-power), xii. 348. 47 (in 63, 
nidrdiyogam, upfigatah, sleep-yoga). Among the powers or mas- 
teries is that of knowing another's thoughts by Yoga. It may be 
merely a divine power to be able to do this by simple meditation, 
but apparently dhyinam pravipya in xii. 343. 48, which gives this 
power, is the equivalent of yogam pravipya, for it can scarcely be 
the other's thought that is entered here. Compare dhyananz aga- 
mat, ii. 17. 27. Something quite new, again, is the wind called 
parivaha (paro vayuh), which, in the after-time, anukale, fol- 
lowed by Death and Yama, "takes away the breaths of all animate 

creatures and in the case of those that have made proper investi- 
gation of the subject and are pleased with dhyandbhycsa (i. e. 
Yogins) fits for immortality, 0 ye metaphysicians."' This is the 
wind "because of which, when one is overcome, he comes back 
no more," xii. 329. 49-52, one of the seven Vaha winds unknown 

1 The inconsequent vocative of t careless text. 
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to the frequent writers on breaths and winds in the earlier 
epic, but known to the end-maker of the epic and to the 
makers of late Purdnas. The saint's departing soul becomes 
'wind' and by Yoga-power, here yogavirya, enters the sun, for 
"the highest course cannot be attained without Yoga," xii. 332. 
52-53. The later pseudo-epic gives the rite in detail. One faces 
the east, sitting on kupa-grass, in a place that is level and clear; 
then "in accordance with the 9astras and in accordance with 
rule, one who knows the proper order puts his soul in all the 
limbs, beginning with the feet, in regular succession, drawing in 
his hands and feet ": 

dhj~rayn,2 a&sa c& 'trnjtna2h yathil9&stramh yathividhi 
padaprabhrtigatrequ kramena kramayogavit,' 
... panipadadm samUddya.2 

This was Quka, a rnahjyogeevara, who thus ' overcame space,' 
vihdyas, and flew through the sky as wind, through the power of 
his buddhisamadhAna, attaining to ' success' and abandoning 
(apparently after he had attained success) the "four kinds of 
faults," xii. 333. 2. and 334. 1ff. and 20-26. The process is 
in marked contrast to that of the urdhvab6huh samithitah, 
"up-arm devotee," described in xii. 339. 2, and shows again 
*the mingling of 9Sdstra rule in Yoga-practice with the naif 
tapas or untutored asceticism, which is confounded with it. 
According to xv. 34. 9, the component parts of the wise (Yogins, 
N.) are eternal. The Yoga-practice of Vidura is that of an 
ascetic. With unkempt hair, naked, digvas&h, he wanders through 
the woods, eating air and holding a stone in his mouth,3 vitil- 

mukhah, vititm mukhe samadhaya, xv. 26. 17; 37. 12; by which 
means of asceticism, tapobala, he won 'success,' siddhi, 35. 3, as 
well as by mental discipline, yogadharma, dhdrandn manas& 
dkyandd yamh dharmach kavayo viduk, 26. 30; 28. 16. 

' Here yoga has the meaning of application (of the order), as in xiv. 
21. 11, viji&nayoga is ' application of discrimination.' 

2 In nirvikdrah samdhita4, xii. 330. 15; sam&dhdya manah (after 
yuilksvd 'tmdnam), xv. 37. 28 and 30, samddhdya is mental, but it is 
physical (of a stone) in the case cited in the next paragraph and should 
perhaps be read here. 

3 This is the usual form of common tapas (except for the unusual 
stone). Cyavana's form was soaking in water, udavasa, xiii. 50. 3 if., 
equally inconvenient for the practice of high Yoga in the Rdja-yoga 
sense. Compare Buddhacarita, vii. 17, where soaking is a tapas. 

VOL. XXII. 25 
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New, too, is the division of samndhi into seven, with a new 
meaning, found in connection with the "seven dikss," that is, 
seven concentrations as exhibited in regard to the usual group of 
seven, viz., the five senses, mind,' and intellect. This occurs in 
the tad vanam allegory of xiv. 27. 2 if., which, by the bye, seems 
to me to be the most probable explanation of the esoteric tad- 
vanamn found in Kena Up. 31, tad dha tadvanamh nama. Here 
the one who tells the allegory of the great forest of life says, 
"after passing through the rnahadurga I entered a mahad 
vanam," and is asked kva tad vanam, when he explains it as 
Brahman, which some look on as a great tree of life and some as 
a great forest, 48. 1 (compare 51, 9, brahmavanamh nityam). 
Likelv as not, the Upanishad name was originally indicative of 
just such an allegory of tad vanam brahma. 

It is, perhaps, unprofitable to discuss the still later development 
of the prana theory in connection witb Yoga, and I will merely 
refer to what has already been said above on this point, calling 
attention to the theory (also held by Max MUller) that speech 
precedes thought, in xiv. 21, where word comes into being 
before thought, since mental activity depends on breath (speech) 
because of the priority of one breath over another (apdna makes 
prdna into apdna); together with the saderdotal character of 
breaths (as five priests); the peace-making character of vydna 
alone, edntyartha.4n vyanam ekamn (as often in late passages, 
neuter form2); the quarrel of breaths as to their relative supe- 
riority (imitation of older matter) and the judgment: 

sarve svavisaye 9resthah sarve c& 'nyonyadharmrinah, 

as given in xiv. 21. 1off., ib. 23. 22, and 24. 17. The whole dis- 
cussion is the finale of a Yoga discourse in regard to the &yatana 
or resting-places of soul, where Brahman dwells with Soma, Agni 
and dhira as veins (Ch. Up. viii. 6. 1), ib. 20. 9. Here the breaths 
are enclosed in pairs, thus: udana is between apanaprandu (it 

1 Sometimes mind and sometimes egoism. The five senses, manas, and 
buddhi are also the seven tongues of agni vdiavdnara, which is within 
all the breaths, xiv. 20. 19. But Yoga diqvarya, mastery, is sometimes 
over the " six," senses and mind alone. This is a simpler phase, as is 
indicated by the companion-piece, indriyadhdranam, in iii. 211. 20 and 
21 (the whole passage is from the Kthaka Up.), the latter phrase here 
embodying " the whole Yoga-rule." 

2 Compare idaih dhydnam idamh yogam, xiii. 17, 19, and other forms 
cited passim in Great Epic. 
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is called uddna because of its dyatatva of the breaths); prdna- 
panau are between samanavyanau, and the latter are each used 
up or absorbed, lina or pralina, when that (prdna, presumably) 
is in the same condition.' 

This passage contains two Yoga dogmas, first that, because he 
that has obtained ' mastery' can have no master (he is lord,prabhu, 
hence no one is his master, ipvara), therefore a Yogin can take 
any form he will, anydnydp cdi 'va tanavo yathe'stam pratipad- 
yate, xiv. 19. 24-25; and that the mind should be kept within 
(and not without, bohyatah) on the following dvasathas or 
retreats, the teeth, palate, tongue, throat, neck, breast, and the 
(veins) hrdayabandhana, ib. 372 (compare above, p. 350). 

To the first of these may be added the conjoined ' masteries' 
implied in xiv. 16. 22-23: kramama-na ca sarvapah antardhd- 
nagatij"nap ca, going at will and disappearance from sight, Yogin 
powers like those of the gods, for, as is said elsewhere, "the 
gods, too, have the mastery" (Yoga-mastery), devp cdi 'lpvarya- 
vanto vCi, xv. 30. 21 (heie division of self is referred to, dvidhad 
krtvo 'tmdnam cdeham, 30. 10 and 31. 14). Again, in xiii. 75. 12, 
it is said of the fruit of restraint (various niyamas, and dama): 

yatrecchdgdmino ddnt&h sarvapatrunisftdandh 
pdrthayanti ca yad dant& labhante tan na sagniayah, 

"Yogins can go as they will, kill all their foes, and get what they 
wish," powers especially attributed to them in the Stitra (the last 
being kdmdvasayifta, 'doing as one will'). Another form of 
statement is found in xiii. 29. 11: 

brdhmanah kurute tad dhi yathol yad yac ca vdfchati, 

l In a previous chapter there is enunciated a theory of disease which 
has some interesting points. According to this, the prdnas all over the 
body are restrained by wind which causes bodily heat. This heat then 
pierces the jivasthdna, the place of the spirit, and to escape from this 
affliction the spirit leaves the body. The wind, vdyu, which is in the 

prdnapanIu breaths, goes up and abandons the body, leaving the man 
without breath, his senses no longer being sensible, xiv. 17. 15ff. Here 
the word for senses (indriydni in the phraseology elsewhere employed 
in the epic) is srotas, srotobhir yair vijanati indriyarthan, 24; the same 
word for senses as in 9vet. Up. i. 5, and indicative of late authorship in 
both cases. In i. 3. 152, srotas is aperture (apdna, anus); in xii. 185. 
11, both canals and aperture. 

2 Ib. 22 repeats the isika-munja phrase, Kdthaka vi. 17; and 66 gives 
again six months as the time for learning Yoga. 
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" a priest does how and what he will," making Yoga unnecessary. 

But some of a Yogin's powers surpass even a priest's. Thus in 

xiii. 31-32, Pratardana, owing to Bharadvdja's entering into him 

by Yoga, " as soon as he was born became thirteen years old, and 
recited the whole Veda and the Veda of the bow, attaining uni- 

versal glory," tejo lokyam. But what the Yogin accomplishes as 

a perfected and supernatural lord, the ascetic 1 often accomplishes 
by secondary means. Thus RcIka was a great ascetic, mahdta- 
pah, and through his grace his wife and mother-in-law obtained 
children. But each had to embrace a tree and eat messes of food 

into which the sage had injected warrior-power and priest-power. 

By an unfortunate exchange of tree and food each woman got 

the child intended for the other, xiii. 4. 23-37. 
The austerities performed by the divinities are pure tapas. 

Thus, for example, besides the instances already given, Aditi 

stands on one foot constantly to become Vishnu's mother (in the 

Devayuga), and Surabh! for eleven thousand years: 

atapyata tapo ghorath 
vyatisthad ekapidena paramam yogam dsthitd, 

xiii. 83. 26-29. This is an especially good instance of the way in 

which the terms were interchanged, for finally this " Yoga" 
results only in the goddess pleasing Brahman, who grants her the 

boon she desires. Only the highest gods employ Yoga alone, as 

when (9iva becomes four-faced through yoga uttama, xiii. 141. 4. 

There is here, in general, no distinction between the two forms. 

Just as in the case above, so in xiii. 29. 6, Matafiga, an emaciated 

saint, stands one hundred summers on. one toe, angusthena, all 

skin and bones: 

sudurvaham vahan yogamh kerpo dhamanisarntatah 
tvagasthibUhto dharmatmd, 

a passage worth citing also for its late use of yogaA vahati, 

'endure.' 

Although there is no mention by name of Hatha Yoga, there is 

a clear indication of the difference (between this and what was 

I The naif anthropomorphizing of the Hindu does not shrink from 
imputing austerity and its potency to animals. Thus a parrot per- 
forms tapas, austerity, and by this means recognizes a disguised god, 
xiii. 5. 14. Even the trees in Hirainyapura "' go about at will," kdma- 
cdrinah, v. 100. 15. 
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later called Royal Yoga) in the account at xiv. 30 (where Nila- 
kantha in fact, points out the distinction). Here a pious fool 
who wishes to shoot his mind and organs of sense (" cast arrows 
on the seven," 26) finally becomes sage and exclaims (30): 

aho kastath yad asmjbhih sarvam blhyam anusthitam, 

"the folly of my attending to all the externals," where appears 
the same antithesis as that noticed above (biihyatah). 

The expression nzahayoga seems to be a (logical) derivative of 
mah~tyogin, the latter being analogous to mahattapah. Vishnu 
and even saints have the title, rnahayogin. In v. 68, adjin., 
Vishnu, his Jtmayoga and nmsycyoga are mentioned together; 
Vydsa is a mahayogin, xii. 334. 40. The sense is evidently not 
one who has mahjyoga but a "great Yogin." One who is a 
" great Yogin," however, must have "great Yoga," and this 
seems to be all the meaning of mahkyoga. In xvi. 4. 21, it is the 
first stage of KIrsna's demise, rnahiyogam upetya, who in Gitd ii. 
9 is mahjyogecvtara, and in xvi. 4. 26, yogdcarym. 

The compounds of yoga, other than those already mentioned, 
vary between the sense of (loose) attachment and (close) union. 
The latter is the meaning in Jtmayoga, which is equivalent to 
brahmnab1hitasya saiityogah, iii. 211. 15, union with the absolute. 
But samhyoga may be a "sign of ill," if the ' union' is with the 
objective world.' The word anuyoga I have discussed in a pre- 
vious volume of the Journal, xx. p. 24. It means 'fastening on,' 
and so in one place ' question,' in another, ' annoyance.' But no 
radical meaning is left in some compounds. Thus mnoksacyoga is 
the equivalent of the later Rajayoga: "The Yogra-9Vastra says 
that one should restrain the senses, concentrate the mind on the 
soul], mana Jtmani dhdrayet, and, having passed through auster- 
ities, should cultivate 9voksayoga (the Yoga of emancipation). 
Such an one, devoted to one thing, ekaintapilah (as above), sees 
soul in soul (self in self) if he can join soul to soul, yoktum itma- 
natm Jttmani, beholding his soul as a form, retpass, as if in sleep," 

1 Thus, saihyogd viprayogdntd4 (life ends in death), xii. 331. 20; ya1 
.sajati sa muhyati nd 'lamh sa duhkharnoksa-ya, saryogo duhkhalaksa- 
nyam, xii. 330. 8. So the ' rope ' already referred to may be a 'tie' 
instead of a means of salvation, withal in the same nautical image; for 
on the one hand it is a nibandhani rajju4, or tie that binds, and, on the 
other, an essential part of the ship that brings one safely across the 
river of life, dharmasthdiryavatdrakd (nduh), xii. 330. 37 and 39. 
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xiv. 19. 17-21. Here yoga has the same technical meaning as it 
has in karmayoga and jfidnayoga, not literally, application to 

work or knowledge, but the kind of Yoga-science characterized 
by necessary external actions as compared with that character- 
ized by discarding this in favor of psychical perfection, or in 

modern parlance Hatha and Rdja Yoga, the latter occurring first 
in Gita ix. 2, as ra-javidyd rajaguhyam, while Hatha comes as 
near to being differentiated in xiii. 14. 22 as anywhere: j'Unasid- 

dhi-kriydyogdih (sevycamdnalc ea yogibhih), where the Siitra's 

kriyayoga, ii. 1 (comm. to ii. 2), or practical Yoga is uniquely 
contrasted with higher wisdom, as in the next verse with karmd- 

yajfa (-kcriyayogdih sevyarmonah), the god worshipped with Rdja 
and Hatha Yoga or with ceremonial sacrifices and lHatha Yoga, 
as the words may, perhaps, be divided and understood. The 
expression pradhdnavidhiyogastha in xiii. 14. 423 appears to me 
to be equivalent to brahmayoga, but this and the preceding comn- 
pounds (above) can be interpreted differently. 

Other points of the Yoga system and discipline, such as susupti, 
which are explained in the later epic, have been more or less fully 
treated in my Great Epic. The epic, for example, gives the 
complete Sdmikhya scheme of Tattvas (with the addition of the 
Twenty-sixth Principle) as belonging equally to Saihkhya and 

Yoga. On the subtile bodies, the colors of the soul, etc., see op. 
cit., pp. 1 73, 179, etc. Especially interesting is the insistence on 

the physical (sensual) delights experienced hereafter by a Yogin, 
whose aim, according to other.passages, should be renunciation 
of all of them. The whole section, xiii. 107 (with the pre- 
ceding) should be read, to get an idea of the practical reward of 
asceticism, 91. 130 emphasizing the fact that it is not an ordinary 
priest but a Yogin who is blessed with carnal felicity, suk/hesu 

(here described) abhirato yoga. He rides around attended by 
self-luminous women, etc., and enjoys in heaven all the delights 
intensified which he renounced on earth. This teaching of asceti- 

cism is equivalent to saying, Be virtuous now, that you may bin 
hereafter. It is the result of blending two ideals. One appears 
from the time of the oldest Upanishads, Ch. Up. viii. 12. 3; Kath- 
aka, i. 25; and the older epic, where one is chaste on earth in 
order to enjoy a body in heaven, i. 46. 5; naturally enough there, 
but out of place in the perfected view of the philosopher, whose 
ideal (isolation or unity with Brahman) is incompatible with it. 
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For to the true Yogin of the epic such practices as are here held 
up as desirable are not only foolish but hellish (niraya is the 
fruit). 

The technicalities of philosophical Yoga have perforce been 
drawn from the later epic. The earlier epic shows scarcely a 
trace of technical terms. Yet it cannot be maintained that the 
earlier epic does not offer abundant opportunity to divulge the 
science of Yoga or that the writers of this time were prone to 
hide their wisdom as a secret. 

In Adi, in the many tales of saints and ascetics, we are practi- 
cally in a world not of Yogins but of Munis, who endure corporal 
pains and thereby attain power over the elements, get " divine 
sight," etc. The terms are largely formulaic, tapas tepe, tapasy 
eva mano dadhe, first of Vasistha, i. 99. 7 and 34, and then of 
Vi9vamitra, i. 175. 47, the former having divine sight and the 
latter getting " success," siddhi. It is not yoga but tapas, auster- 
ities, that sends Yaydti to heaven, i. 90. 21, and the "doors of 
heaven," seven in number, include tapas, peace and self-restraint, 
but no Yoga is mentioned even when the grhastho 'pani.sat, the 
true teaching of one order, is expanded into a description of all 
the orders, as in i. 91. 3ff., where the Muni is exhorted to be nir- 
dvandvah, tapas4 karpitah. Even the word yoga, except in the 
stereotyped yogaksema, e. g. 92. 17, which has nothing to do with 
Yoga, is conspicuously absent from this and most of the descrip- 
tions contained in the old tales of saints, and it is not till we reach 
the tale of the " world-renowned impaled one," who was impaled 
(Hindu equivalent of crucified) between two thieves, that we find 
anyone of these devotees recognized as a Yogin. The last men- 
tioned one, however, though a Mahaiyogin is still merely an "up- 
arm silent" ascetic, i. 107. 3. The discipline is purely physical, 
restraint of tongue, mcduna, excessive torment, ativatopas, and 
"drying up the body " by various means, both in the case of 
saints and ascetic kings, i. 115. 24; 119. 7 and 34 (ekdntapilin). 
To propitiate the gods is a common reason for such discipline. 
Mental intentness occasionally plays a part. Devoted to severe 
austerities, Pdndu stood on one foot all day with the most extreme 
concentration, samadhi; but all this was merely in order to propi- 
tiate Indra, arirddhayisur devam, i. 123. 26. Hle is credited, how- 
ever, with the possession of tapoyoyabala (cf. tapoyukta, i. 209. 8) 
in i. 121. 37 (like tapovirya in i. 75. 45, etc.). The Mahatapas, 
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or great ascetic, Drona, practices only ansterities,.tapas, in Adi 
(130. 40); though when he dies, in the later expanded epic, it is 
as a perfected Yogin. So striking is the absence of the Yoga 
expression, that when Vyisa tells his mother to live in the wood, 
practicing yoga, yogam asthaga yuktJ vasa tapovane, we are 
surprised only at the formula, yogarn &sthdya (passim in the later 
epic), and not surprised that the advice to try yoga, as here 
expressed, was carried out by horrible austerities, sughorarn tapas, 
i. 128. 13, or in other words that yoga here is not philosophical 
Yoga at all, but only Vedic asceticism.' Gifts of the gods are 
sometimes free, as in Nala's case, but generally they are wrung out 
by austere discipline. Besides special favors, such as having a 
son or accomplishing some end that would not ordinarily necessi- 
tate a miracle,2 these gifts are, in short, control of the elements 
(the power of going at will, implied ill kimagama; disappearing; 
taking any form, kdmarftpin; seeing what one will, etc.); as, for 
example,the first threeini. 31. 13; 100. 21; 89. 19; and the "see- 
ing wisdom," cakstswi noama vidya, bestowed by the Gandharva 
upon Arjuna, which is got by his tapas united with divine kind- 
ness.' But ordinarily, six months' standing on one foot was the 
vrata,C "observance": ekapadena sanmnasaxn sthito vidyOmh labhed 
imndm i. 170. 41-46. So in i. 86. 15, ddntah . . . niyatavainmanah, 
eating air, between fires, six months, on one foot, of Yayati. The 
wonders of the Muni are the result (in these tales) not of yoga-bala, 
which is so conspicuous elsewhere in the epic, but of tapo-bala. 
Thus in i. 13, the Muni lives on air and has tapo-bala; in 40. 25, 
he is Mahbtapas and, 41. 4, has tapaso balam (in 43. 8, his vidy&- 
bala revives a dead tree). Through this tapas comes the " knowl- 
edge divine," which presages death and sees the past as well as 
the future, 43. 8; 73. 25. Vi9vdmitra, here, as in the passage 
above, has tapas only, wherewith he "burns his faults," 71. 37; 

' A girl, in v. 120. 5 ff., on being brought out to elect a husband at her 
Election-ceremony, " chooses as husband the forest," and. becomes an 
ascetic, with fasts, diksds, and restraints, niyamas; all as tapas (tepe). 

2 In iii. 126. 19ff., ascetic power, tapovirya (as brahman) impregnates 
water, after the priest has " endured hard asceticism," tapa dsthdya 
ddrunam, to make the water effective, in getting a son for a king. 

3 So Safijaya sees and hears by yoga-bala, vi. 15. 5 ff. Simple " illu- 
sion " is what the Yogin's tricks are called when practiced by less holy 
experts (vayarn api .. .khaih gacchema mdyayd . . dargayema ca rfipdai 
svagarire bahftny api: 'we, too, can fly to the sky and appear in 
various shapes (not really but) by illusion," v. 160. 55-57. 
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and all 72. The technical terms of philosophical Yoga, when 
used at all, are without their later connotation, as in the case of 
samaidhi, above, and in i. 75. 54: samdndha-ya mano buddAyd, 
"composing his thoughts by using his reason ;" caran diksam (as 
tapas, 45. 1, etc.'). 

The great saint Vydsa is a conspicuous exception to what has 
been said of the powers thus attained. The ability he possessed 
could not be got by study or tapas, i. 60. 4; but Vyiisa's case may 
fairly be regarded as exceptional. In other cases, all that a 
Yogrin can do is done in the early epic by an ascetic,' and up to 
a certain point the two are one. Consequently the later tech- 
nique carries on both the old discipline and its phraseology; but 
the earlier form knows only the ascetic side, and not even that in 
its Hatha refinements. "Posture " is a chief concern of the 
Yogin, but to the Muni this technicality is unknown. Through 
the whole of the earlier epic I believe there is but one case even 
suggesting the Yogin "posture," whereas the tales are many 
which show that the Munis either stood, or hung themselves 
upside down, though the aim in doing so was attainment not only 
of power but of highest bliss. rhe conclusion seems to be inevit- 
able that the whole tone, the practice and ideal, of these ancient 
tales of saints differs entirely from that of the pseudo-epic. The 
practice of Yoga in these tales of Adi is quite unknown, and the 
word in its pregnant sense is almost lacking,' except when Hari is 
introduced as "lord of Yogins" and 1ukra as Yogdicirya, i. 34. 
14; 66. 43, and in v'edd yogah in i. 1. 48. The term Mahbyogin 
is used, I think, only as indicated above (and then implying tapas 
only); but in ii. 68. 43 we find, in the miracle-scene, that Krsna 
calls out, Krsnqa, lrsar,?i niahayogi, ii. 68. 43; and Sanatku- 
rnlara is Yogihcarva, niahatapbh, in ii. 11. 23; as in the late Tirtlha 
tale of the birth of the war-god Skanda, Kumala is " lord of 
Yogins" and has rnahcyoga, ix. 44. 33; 46. 96. 

1 So in iii. 165. 13, good conduct, Vila, and samddhi; iii. 177. 22, tapo- 
damdcdrasamddhiyuktds, trnodapdtrdvarandamakuttdh. 

2 In one point the teaching is contradictory. Great ascetics acquire 
the Veda without study, like Mdihdhdtar, iii. 126. 33, dhydnamdtra; 
but tapas of the hardest sort cannot teach it, ib. 135. 16 ff. 

It is common enough, however, in the sense of means, way, applica- 
tion, energy, and other untechnical meanings, as in compounds, 
throughout the epic, such as kdlayoga, svdduyogin (but Kdlayogin in 
the pseudo-epic, epithet, of giva), kramayoga, etc. Compare iii. 106. 
23, anena kramayogena, " in this order; " 107. 70; tapaksiddhisamdyogdt 
. .. k-layogena, " by means of tapas in course of time." 
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In so far as the Vana has tales of this sort, the same thing is 
true there. Thus in the ancient Flood-story, the venerable Manl 
stands on one leg and hangs upside down' for ten thousand years, 
like other old Munis, iii. 187. 4 ff.; but this book, also a mixture 
of old and new, shows as well the features of the pseudo-epic. I 
am not entering here any vicious circle; for I suppose, for exam- 
ple, that no good historian would deny that the chapter of Vana 
where the sun is adored under its "one hundred and eight" 
(twelve) names, one of which is Mihira, is a late chapter, as has 
been maintained by every competent scholar since Lassen. Here, 
for the first time in the epic, we come upon (yogqctm asthiyat) 
prdndydmena tasthtivan, and the Yogin sings in his Stotra to the 
sun, tvarh gatih sarvasd hkhycnafn yoginatih2 tvam parayanatm. 
This passage, iii. 3. 34-37, 61, is led lp to by the first allusion to 

I Thus: ardht'abahuh . . . ekapddasthitas tivraih cakara sumahat 
tapa4, avakpiras tatha ea 'pi netrair animisair dr ham; so 'tapyata 
tapo ghoran varandm ayutaih tada. The upside-down form of asceti- 
cism is gradually fading out in India. A few years ago there was a 
colony of the Avdkgiras sort in the grove by the lake in Ajmere. They 
numbered nearly an hundred and hung like bats from the trees, by the 
knees or by the ankles, in a position sure to destroy their brains if they 
had any. But in '96 only one or two were to be seen. So, too, the iron 
spiked-bed, a later form of asceticism, is now out of fashion. In the 
village beside the lake at Kuruksetra, I saw one ascetic who showed his 
spiked bed, but his body did not look as if he had used it except for 
exhibition. There was also such a bed near Brahman's lone temple at 
Pushkara; but the owner did not pretend to use it, and only kept it as 
a relic or for show. Ordinarily, mutilation, ashes, Vignabandhana, and 
posing the arms are the modern methods, but they are sometimes more 
elaborate (keeping one leg behind the neck, etc.), not as Yoga, however, 
but as tapas, though, of course, the creatures call themselves Yogins. 
So far as I could discover, they have absolutely no notion of higher 
Yoga, and, indeed, most of them are nearly idiotic. They live on the 
charity of the poor, and are still dreaded by the powerful. One of these 
Yogins, in a capital city of North India, refused to budge when the 
Rdja wanted to enlarge his wall to cover the Yogin's stand, and the 
king was afraid to remove him, but built the wall all round him so that 
he sat in a sort of a brick well till he got tired of starving and came out 
of his own accord. The first adhomnukhas were the Valakhilyas. who 
hang thus from a tree, i. 30. 2. 

2 Compare iii. 149. 17 (brahma) sa gatir yoginam pard . .uklo Ndrd- 
yanah. The later Puranic form Yogi, for Yogin, is found, by the way, 
only in this case at C. xiii. 916, where B. 14. 323 has Sanatkumdro yoga- 
ntm (C. yoginam) Samhkhyanah Kapilo hy asi. 
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the yoqgipivarya of the gods, iii. 2. 80-81, and yogasiddhi, 82, to 
be gained by tapas, and here, too, we find mentioned ast.niga 
buddhik, iii. 2. 18 (which Nilakantha refers to the eight parts of 
Yoga),' and kcriydyogadvaya, which may, but does not neces- 
sarily, imply Yoga. In the same way, we find that the saints, 
though in the same circumstances as those old saints who enjoy 
tapobala, are now furnished in the later tales with yogabala, as 
in the case of Kuvaldgva who gets Vishnu's own power and as 
"a Yogin by Yoga" extinguished a fire, iii. 201. 34; 204. 31. 

Of course, one may say, How can one prove that the Kaval- 
dvva story is not as antique as that of Manu ? But it surely 
implies less acuteness than unreasonableness to ignore the apriori 
improbability of this assumption. In short, there is a difference, 
and that difference hangs together with the other factors, mark- 
ing the steps between asceticism pure and simple and the technique 
of philosophical Yoga. Each age absorbs the preceding, and we 
have tapas and yoga used as one as soon as the latter has become 
vulgarized. Thus the two are interchangeable in the Arjuna 
tales. After his brother teaches Arjuna the mystery, upanisad, 
of arms and the science of memory, vidy& pratismrtih, iii. 36. 30 
and 37. 10-12, he says tap asd yqjay& 'tmdnamr ugrena (the same 
phrase in 91. 19), and in consequence (59): tasthab yogasamano- 
itah, which is repeated as tapasy ugre vartamdnah, 38. 22, and 
this yoga=tapas is as follows (23 if.): Clad in grass, deer-skin, 
and supported on a staff, he ate, samupayucktavin, old leaves that 
had fallen on the ground; for one month eating fruit every three 
days, then every six, then every fifteen; then living on air and 
holding his arms up, without any support, and standing on his 
toes, pddi-igusthdgradhisthitah ;' so that the gods, ib. 34, did not 
know what he expected to gain, heaven, long life, or "mastery," 
&ipvarya. This hero was " in the greatest hurry " to be devout, 

' B6htlingk compares the "eight characteristics" of medhd in the 
description at iii. 45. 8-10: sa--gopanisaddn veddtn catur dkhydnapait- 
camdn yo 'dhite guruguqrasdm medhdm ed 'stagundaraydm. . . sthila- 
lakaya4. 

I Compare i. 89. 6, tapasd yojya deham. 
3 The same phrase in v. 186. 22, of a female ascetic, who indulges for 

twelve years in the same discipline, eating air for six months, and 
soaking herself in the Jumna, udavdsa; all to become a man ! In the 
silly exaggeration of the later epic, the girl Death soaks herself eight 
thousand years and stands on one leg and one toe for hundreds of 
billions of years, vii. 54, 17-25, to avoid her duty. 
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tvaraya parayd yuktas tapase dhrtanicayah, 38. 14. So in the 
Tirtha tales, which, considering the attitude taken towards the 
Tirthas by Manu and other early priestly writers, may be reason- 
ably assumed to belong to a rather late stage of development, 
Vishnu gives the " eight-fold mastery," astagundipvarya to the 
seers at the Saptacarti Tirtha, when he was praised with the seven 
reas, iii. 82. 97; that is, the " mastery " is here a part of the para- 
phernalia of bhakti; and here also, but without any suggestion 
of its real significance, in iii. 83. 63: prvvillomn2pandyane prana- 
ydmrnir nirharanti svalownani dvijottamrnh, pftattmanap ca pra- 
yanti paramd&h gatim, " the Brahmans pull out their hair with 
suppression of breath and purified go the highest way," a passage 
hall-marked by the later form adhigatv& (the antardhdnam, 
power of "disappearance" is " obtained by tapas," at Kapila's, 
or Kapisthala's, Keddra, 72-74).' Here Vishnu is a Mahayogin, 
iii. 90. 3]. In one of these tales it is formally taught that the 
exercise of " mastery" diminishes the store of tapa8. Thus, 
Lopamudrd wants luxuries and tells her ascetic husband that he 
is "able by his tapas, shah tapasa, to get all the wealth in the 
world," but Agastya replies, "That's as you say, but it would 
cause a diminution of the tapas," evam etad yath& 'ttha tvamh, 
tapovyayakararh tu tat, iii. 97. 21-22. 

Most of the tales here use yoga indiscriminately with tapas, 
"great tapas and yoga," iii. 106. 11; Pdrthds tapoyogaparah, 
iii. 164, 12; parena tapas& yuktdh . . yogasiddhah, iii. 163. 24. 
The ascetic wanders about with Yoga-powers, yogydh, iii. 129. 7; 
"they that are yogayuktdh and tapasi prasaktJh," iii. 182. 90.2 
The last is in the Mdrkandeya Ptirana of the epic, which has 
several striking novelties, e. g. the " god-created original body," 
Jdiparira, which is " for the more part destroyed " when, at 
once, one is born without intermediate non-existence in another 
womb, iii. 183. 76 if. The passage xii. 298. 18, Great Epic, p. 
39, allows "some time" between births. Another passage of the 

' So in iii. 84, 58. a pare man obtains jdtismaratva, at the Kokdmukha 
Tirtha. 

2 This passage explains that above (p. 356) in regard to the res angusta: 
" Those that have vast wealth, dhandni vipulani, and are pleased with 
bodily comforts win earth but lose heaven; Yogins and devotees afflict 
the body and win heaven but lose earth; those who are pious and rich 
opportunely win both worlds; but those who are neither wisely devout 
nor rich lose both worlds." 
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Vana discourse repudiates asceticism as a means of holiness, but 
recognizes " sitting " as one of many forms of austerity: 

na sthanakutikCasanat.. na tu sthandzlapayyaya.. 
na co 'dakapravepena na ca ksmapayandd api, etc. 

The whole passage, opposing the asceticism of the early tales 
(though a case follows immediately, in 204. 2, of such an ascetic, 
standing on one leg, emaciated, all veins), Buddhistically teaches 
that: " They that do no evil with thought, speech, act, or intel- 
ligence, they are ascetics,' they are Maliahtmans. Asceticism is 
not affliction of the body. Sinful deeds are not purified by fast- 
ing and other austerities. Virtue alone makes the pilgrim and 
the pious man, not living on roots and fruits, not silence and 
living on air, not shaving the head, not standing (e. g. on one 
leg) or sitting in a crooked position, not carrying matted locks, 
not lying on stony ground, not fasting, not worshipping fire, not 
immersion in water, not lying on earth. But one's faults, klepah, 
must be burned away by knowledge, for the body without the 
Atman is but as a log of wood," &tmand viprahinani kdsthaku- 
.iyoparmdni ca (_varirdni), iii. 200. 99-109. 

The same antithesis is found here as that presented by Buddha 
in the case of the asceticism of Munis (who are immersed in water 
and are undergoing other austerities) on the one hand, and the 
purifying knowledge preferred by Buddha himself, on the other. 
Buddha ends his contemplation of just such ascetics, Munis, 
tapahpradhdndh, with words almost one with the epic text just 
cited, cittdd rte kdsthasamarh parirarn, Buddhacarita, vii. 27, a 
poem which elsewhere recognizes the Yogin by that name, ix. 36. 
Besides knowledge, the epic passage inculcates as "divine fast- 
ing" morality and quietism, indriyandm prasddena, ib. 117 
(cf. dhatuh, Kithaka, ii. 20). 

This is, I believe, the only place in the earlier epic where 
dsana may possibly be taken in a Yoga sense, and it is clearly 
part of a late interpolation, probably Buddhistic in origin. The 
nearest approach to it is in iii. 122. 2, (tapas tepe) sthlnu- 
bhfto mahjtejd, virasthdnena . . atisthata ciram kdlarn ekade-e. . 
sa valrmiko 'bhavad rsih etc., where an ordinary old-fashioned 

' So in v. 63. 9 if., Vidura's Muni is a Yogin of the old type, though 
not so called. The comparison here, g1. 23, may be added to the end of 
the second note on p. 39 of my GreatEpic: gakuninam iv& 'kafe padarh 
ndi 'vo 'palabhyate, evam prajitdnatrptasya muner vartma na drfyate. 
But in v. 69. 20, jiidna is recognized only as dhruvarn indriyadharanolam. 
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Muni's "heroic stand" has really nothing in common with the 
Yoga " posture," virasana. 

There is one passage in the Sanatsujiatiya to which the com- 
mentator ascribes a recognition of &sana, postures, under the 
head of aigdni, which are made to include suppressions of breath 
and postures. I doubt, however, whether the word refers to 
Yoga at all, and certainly yoga as used in the passage does not 
mean Yoga. The writer describes how the good " extract the 
Atman, Ctmdnak nirharanti, from the body, like the isik1 from 
the mun-ja," and then the four padas of brahmacarya are given, 
with the addition (v. 44. 7 ff., 16-17) 

kalena pddak laWhate tath& 'rthamh 
tatap ca padamh guruyogatap ca 

utsahayogena ca pddam rechec 
chdstrena padarh ca tato 'bhiyjti; 

dharmadayo dvadapa yasya rftpam 
anyani ca 'iqani tathd balak ca 

&caryayoge phalati 'ti c& 'hur 
brahmdrthayogena ca brahmacaryam. 

Telang very properly takes no notice of the interpretation of 
afigini as implying asanas. 

The Trigiras legend, which, when told in the pseudo-epic, xii. 
343. 3.8-42, introduces, within the compass of a few sentences, not 
only the dipvaryayoga ignored in the Udyoga parallel referred 
to below, but also Dadhica as a Mabhyogin, is told in Udyoga 
without either of these words being used, and the whole account, 
offering every opportunity for yoga, speaks only of tapas and 
damna (while the corresponding narration in regard to Dadhica in 
iii. 100. 21 is also without ascription of yogitva, not to speak of 
mahayogitva, to that bony saint). It is not till the extension of 
the tale that yoga appears at all, and here Nahusa's claim, in the 
Bombay text, that he possesses mdhjtmyayoga (15. 21, papya 
mdhdtmyayogam me) and greatness, not only does not imply 
Yoga, but is undoubtedly a later reading for the simple Calcutta 
version, 467, papya mjhdtmyam asmikam rddh'm' ca. The 
claim that Nahusa exhibits yoga' could apply only to what he 

1 The ascetic cat, in the Buddhistic tale of v. 160. 14 ff., has all the 
Muni's characteristics, but yoga occurs here only in the remark, dvayor 
yogarh na pagyami tapaso raksanasya ca, gl. 27, where yoga is com- 
bination (compatibility). 
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proceeds to do, vimdne yojayitvd ea irsn. He is tapasvin, not 
yogin, even in his own estimation, as is expressly stated both by 
himself and in Brhaspati's following account. 

Apart from the Sanatsujdtlya, 45. 18, and the late refrain of 
ch. 46, yoginas tam prapapyanti (ch. 45 being, in all probability, 
an addition to the original, as Telang has shown, and the refrain 
being simply inserted between old Upanishad citations), Udyoga 
has few references to Yoga. There is a long collection of 
proverbs where something of the sort might be expected, but 
here there is only 33. 61, parivrad yogayuktah, "a wandering 
devotee," showing that no Yoga, in the system's sense, can be 
intended. Even in the warning against "cultivating one's 
virya," or ascetic power, "Like dogs they consume their own 
vomit" (who cultivate the 'power'), 42. 33, only the Muni is 
mentioned, not the Yogin. The Buddhistic admonition, mdundn 
na sa munir bhavati, "Not through silence (alone) does one 
become a mute (ascetic)," ib. 60, is merely ethical. In v. 14. 12 ff., 
there is a scene where, in like circumstances, as already shown, 
the later epic stresses Yoga-power as the means by which one 
can creep into a lotus-stalk. But here the same thing is done 
without any such reference to yoga-bala. In one or two passages, 
however, yoga is mentioned by name: agamddhigamzad yogad 
vaVt tattve prasidati, "By scripture-study and by Yoga he that 
has his senses under control becomes serene in truth,"' v. 69. 21 
(4ste sukharh vaei, Gltd, v. 13). So in v. 70. 4, mrnundd dhydncrc 
ca yogec ca, Krishna (derived from krsi and na = nirvrti) is 

called Mddhava (!) "because of his silence, contemplation, and 
Yoga." 

But it is in the later proclamations of the supreme divinity of 
this Krishna, whom the ignorant are accustomed to despise as a 
"mere man," that, beginning with the Gltd, we find Yoga and 
Yogin employed with the greatest frequency and predilection. 
It may, perhaps, seem to some that these terms were held in 
reserve for just this employment; that the one and only author 
of the epic deliberately refused to speak of Yogins and Yoga- 
blala in the tales of the Munis of the first book; that he gradually 
introduced the substitution of yoga as an expression equivalent 

' Or "in real being," though the simple meaning of truth is also 
common. Vishnu's power is expressed by this word and its negative, 
to indicate mayd, in v. 70. 14: atattvarh kurute tattvam, " He makes 
the unreal (objective world) real." 
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to tapas in the hymns and Puranic material of the third book, 
and then at last revelled in the words yoga and yogin when 
applied to his new-made God' as revealed first in the GRtE and 
then in the hymn given by Bhisma vi. 65, where piled together 
we find, 47 ff.: viprvevaro vdsudevo ISi tasrnid yogatmanarh 
ddivatam tvrm updirni . . jaya yogipvara vibho jaya yogapara- 
vara . . jaya lokepvarepvara . . sarvayogdtman . . na balaih yoga- 
yogpa janimas te . . yogam prdpsyasi tattvatah . . (tvam) anidi- 
madhydntant aparayoqam. . pravadanti viprah (the following 
sections keeping up the strain with yogdd viditam, yogin, yoga- 
bhita, dhydnayoga, yogavit). 

If we compare, or rather contrast, the praise of Krishna 
ascribed at ii. 38 to the same admirer, we shall find that, though 
the man-god is here also the All-god, Krsna eva hi loklnim 
uetpattir api cd 'vyayah, 23, etc., yet yoga and yogin are as con- 
spicuously absent from the earlier laudation as they are favorites 
in~the later. 

If we examine the use of one of these epithets, in the list of 
vi. 65, we shall filed that yogdtman is applied to the sun, when 
that god, to beget Karna, comes to earth and impregnates Prtha 
by touching her navel with Yoga-power, not in the earlier 
accounts of this marvel at i. 67 and ill (compare also v. 145), 
but only in the secondary account narrated at iii. 307. 23 and 28 
(ib. 306. 8, yogat krtv& dvidhd 'tmfanamn), where the sun-god, 
"by Yoga " dividing his personality,' remains in heaven with one 

1 vi. 66. 187-20: nd 'vajineyo Vasudevo mdnuso 'yam iti prabhuh; 
yap ca manufamdtro 'yam iti brftydt sa mandadhih, hrpikeVam a'a- 
jinanat tam dhuh purufddhamam; yoginah tam mahdtmdnam pravis- 
tam mdnufth tanum, avamanyed Vdsudevamh tam ahus tdmasamh janah 
(cf. Gltd, ix. 11). 

2 The division of personality as an attribute of Yoga may perhaps 
have begun with the sun, identified with the year, dividing himself into 
twelve parts. As a general thing, epic usage recognizes only the 
doubling or quadrupling of a god, or multiplication into many parts, 
each part, however, being the same and like the whole. In v. 186. 41, 
however, the poet makes a girl ascetic divide into two distinct entities. 
One half of her becomes a crooked river, because she practiced crooked 
(wrong) austerities, and the other half continued as a girl, which half 
afterwards became a man. Of the multiplication of gods I have given 
a case above (p. 358). Skanda thus quadruples himself, ix. 44. 37, 
yogam asthdya, and again multiplies himself, 46. 92. But heroes pos- 
sessed of magical "illusion" play the same trick without Yoga: 
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part and descends to earth with the other, when, being "all 
Yoga," he enters Prthd and controls her, without depriving her 
of her virginity, yogena 'vi?ycd 'tmasacmstham cakdra. The 
style here, especially in the following Prtha's Lament,' is a suffi- 
cient indication that this version is a late product, even without 
the parallels, which show that, according to the earlier tale, the 
sun-god on being summoned by mantras fulfilled his miss ion 
without recourse to hypnotism. The same yogamnftrti charac- 
terizes the late account of Prtha's second conception (by Dharma) 
at i. 123. 6. 

Young heroes dying in battle go to Yama's world or Indra's 
world, according to early battle-accounts, but when we get to 
the late (inflated) book of Drona we are taught that a boy-hero 
of only sixteen not only goes to the worlds lie deserves by his 
bravery and moral character, but, with a sudden addition of 
verses in another metre, that " he has gone the way pursued by 
Yogins whose insight has been clarified by meditation; and he 
has assumed a lunar body," vii. 71. 12-17. Here in Drona there 
is a case of hypnotism exercised by the so-called Supreme God, 
who is acting as the servant (" a charioteer is only a servant " ) 
to the hero Arjuna. Both go to bed in separate tents and then 
Krishna, "applying Yoga," yogam dsthdiya yulctdtrni, vii. 79. 9 ff., 
causes a vision of himself to appear to Arjuna and hold a long 
conversation with him. In this, seventh, book, Krishna makes 
darkness in daylight by his Yoga-power, yogi yogena samhyukto 
yoginrdm ievaro harih, vii. 146. 68 (in 202. 15, yogo yogeevarah 
is (Qambhu). 

The next book, apart from a reference to Drona's death when 
-engaged in Yoga, viii. 9. 38, has, I believe, no reference to Yoga. 
This is originally an older book, showing, for example, both 
views in regard to the time of exile, an indication that it is com- 
posed of pieces of various dates. Drona recognizes only thirteen 

4 deceived by his glory him one they saw many," vii. 113. 13, of Sdtyaki; 
also in 141. 7 (cases of "illusion " are found passim in accounts of de- 
mons and half-gods). A case of the sun, dvddagdtman, appearing in 
the twelve months as "dividing himself into twelve," krtvd dvddagadha 
'tmdnarn, is found at iii. 3. 26 and 59. 

1 Prthd's Lament is a close literary parallel to Simonides Frg. 22. 
The expression used in invoking the god, prdndn upasprgya, iii. 306. 10, 
does not imply prdnadydrna, as Mr. Ganguli translates, but vetting the 
mouth, adbhih being supplied, as in Manu iv. 143. 
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years of exile, implying Virata, but Karna, while it recognizes 
this view in other passages, holds also the older view that the 
exile was only twelve years long, a view dating from the time 
before the intrusion of Virata. Compare viii. 11. 27, " the arrow 
(of grief) would be removed, which has been mine for twelve 
years," (later on, "the grief of thirteen years," 68. 9; 74. 47; 
91. 4). Qalya also reserves Yoga allusions for the late Tirtha 
tales. Here Vydsa and Asita Devala get their " greatest Yoga" 

(mahdyoqa not being enough, it is now parama and para) simply 
by visiting a bathing-place, ix. 49. 23-24, as does a saint at 50. 7, 

yoganityah. Here (a saint's) "'supernatural power belongs to 
austerities but is born of Yoga," drstva prabhkvarh tapaso 

yogajam. The prabhdva or mastery here extolled is to dis- 
appear and to go and come with supernatural speed, to ascend to, 
Brahman, and descend again, at will, 50. 23 ff. The union of the 
Yoga and bhakti idea is conspicuous here. Thus in the tale of the 
jujube-girl, another of the many ascetic women whose tales adorn 
the epic and probably reflect the influence of Buddhism, the 
divinity is pleased " with her faith, austerities, and ascetic rule,"' 
bhakti, tapas, and niyama, ix. 48. 30, and so grants her desires. 
Another, "c a chaste Brahman woman," went to heaven on being 

yogayukt&, 54. 6. These stories are merely to advertise bathing- 
resorts, each one of which must have a miracle. This book con- 
tains a clear reference to Yoga regulations and 9astra in the 
Tirtha tale of ch. 50, already referred to. One saint, seeing that 
another's magic power was much greater than his own, took 
lessons of him, "learned the regulations, vidhi, of Yoga, accord- 
ing tjo the 'Qdstra, and, by performing all the practices, kriyds, 
according to rule, got the highest, para, Yoga, and attained 
emancipation," 50. 53-64 (practical Yoga has the technical name 
of kriyxyoga). 

In the next two books I have noticed nothing of interest for 
this subject except the inversion in xi. 7. 23 of the image of the 
steeds and the chariot. In this figure, instead of the untamed 
senses being steeds to be held in check, the saint's chariot is 

dragged to victory by the steeds called Restraint, Renunciation, 
and Carefulness, controlled by the reins of good conduct, Otla. 

A comparison of the passages cited above, before the remarks- 
on the later battle-books, will show that there are several distinct 
cases where the same scene is without Yoga in the earlier epic, but 
full of Yoga ideas and expression in the later epic. What is the 

bearing of this and of the other facts adduced in this paper ? 
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If the epic, as one whole, was composed at a date earlier than 
that to which we can possibly assign the third-class Upanishads, 
which first reveal acquaintance with Yoga-technique, how hap- 
pens it that the pseudo-epic shows so intimate an acquaintance 
with that technique ? Or if, irrespective of date, the work was 
originally one whole, why is it that some tales show the author 
to be well up in this technique, while others, although the scenic 
environment is the same, lack all application of the idea and even 
lack the word? And even if this difference between the early 
and late tales be belittled as much as possible, there still remains 
to be explained the almost complete absence of Yoga-technique 
prior to the Book of Peace, where it is fully recognized. One 
may say, that is the place to explain it, and so it is explained there 
and not elsewhere. But there are many parts of the early epic 
where didactic chapters have been placed, and moral and techni- 
cal allusions of all sorts are scattered through the poem, but Yoga 
pritnaydtna, Yoga asana, Yoga-technique, in short, is scarcely 
recognized. Apart from the pseudo-epic, Yoga is either not 
recognized at all, its place being taken by austerity, tapas, or it 
is considered as synonymous with tapas. In the pseudo-epic, 
tapas is only a preparation for Yoga. Roughly speaking, there 
are three epic groups, old tapas tales and teaching, void of Yoga;. 
tales and teaching in which tapas and yoga are synonymous, and 
both are merely a means of magic; tales and didactic masses in 
which is found an elaborated systematic Yoga philosophy. 

But to most scholars, the pseudo-epic's familiarity with Yoga-- 
9Jdstra, Yoga-teachers, and Yoga-technique will of itself probably 
be sufficient to settle the question whether the date of the Book- 
of Peace is nearer 500 A. D. or 500 B. C. The examples of tech- 
nique given in this paper (especially the use of dharanaO) place 
the technical part of the pseudo-epic on a par chronologically 
with the late Ksuriki rather than with the older Upanishads. 
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